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ABSTRACT
In real-life applications, multi-disk-rotor systemsarc supportedon bearings which have
non-linear flexibility. The balancingof such systemsat high speeds is a challenging task. This
thesis presents a method of balancing such systems. 1111.' dynamic equations of motion of the
non-linear system are derived using the influence coefficient method as well as the 1...agrnngtan
equations. An equivalent linear system is found using the optimization principles. Finally, the
correct balance weights for the non-linear system arc obtained based on the equivalent linear
system. The results thus obtained establish the utility of such a method of balancing u( non-
linear systems.
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INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY
11Ie major cause of rotor vibration s in rotating sban s is resid ual unbalance . 111~SC
unbalancesin the rotor canbedue to material inhomogeneities. manufacturing processe s.
keyways, 510:.5 etc. Also, during the opera tion of the roto r. there is a deterio ration in
the balance of the rotor due to component wear, thermal bending , and process
contamination, all of whic'' cause an increase in the vibratory response of a -omr. In
addition to causing vibration in the rotor shafts , the unbalance forces arc transmitted ttl
the rotor bearings and support structure. The purpose of rotor balancing is \0 red uce
these:unbalance forces and to obtain acceptable levels of vibration for reliable operation
of rotating equipment.
The developmentof computational models to identify unbalance forces in rotating
machinery without the need for numerous trial runs, can be a valuable tool in the
successful balancing of rotors in the field. A successful modelwill enable the unbalance
to beestimated from the displacement data at the balancing speed, thus balancing can be
carried out without the need for numerous trial runs to estimate the influence coefficient
matrix.
The rotor model used for the rotor response:computations usually incorporates
linear bearingsupport characteristics. However many rotorsexperiencenon-linear forces
at the rotor interactivedevices suchas bearings and seals. For example, rollingelement
bearings arc commonly used in the various kindsof lurbomachinery such as compressors
and gas turbine engines. The spring characteristicsof the rolling element bearing is non-
linear and Ihe vibration responseof the rotor has to be calculated takingthis non-linearity
into account. The non-linear problem will have 10 be solved numerically as a function
of lime, to obtain the steady state response. In addition, the current balancing
techniques of modal balancing and influence coefficient balancing are based on the
assumption of linear superposition of rotor response. If the rotor non-linearities are
considered, it would bea difficult to balance the rotor since linear superposition would
0 01 be valid.
1.2 l.ilrralure Survey
1.2.1 Modal Balancing
Flexible rosor balancing theory was first developed by Meldahl :'1 1954. He showedthe
orthogonality conditions between any two modes, and that it was possible 10balance a
flexible rotor mode by mode. Beginning in 1959 this method was further developed by
Bishop, and his co-workers. These papers greatly advanced the theory and application
of the modal balancing method and resulted in the development of practical techniques
for flexible rotor balancing.
In the first of these papers, Bishop (1959) formulated the whirling amplitudes of
a Jeffcot rotor model as a modal series. Gladwelland Bishop( 1959) applied thisanalysis
to anaxi-symmetric shaft"rnon-uniformcross-section in flexib le bearings,showinghuw
to find the natural frequencies and the modal functions. TIIC" Bishop and Gladwell
(1959) presented the general method of modal balancing. This paper analytically
examines the problems with low speed balancingof flexible rotors, and examines the
effects of a bent shaft and shaft weight. This theory was further developed in the
followingdecade when Bishop and Parkinson(1972) presented a review of the modal
balancingtechnique, in particular, the N plane method of modal balancing. Also in that
year Kellenberger ( 1972) published a paper 011 the theoretical explanation and
justification of the N-planeand alternatelythe N + 2 planemodal balancing techniques.
The various procedures for modal balancing generally fall into these groups.
1.2.2 Innllence CoefGcient Method
The influence coefficientmethod of flexible rotor balancing utilizes the rotor-bearing
sensitivityfor the (.'lculation of balance correction weights. At first, the unbalance
response at the rotor measuring planes is determined at a given speed without any
correction weights. A trialweight is appliedin oneof the balancingplanes andthe rotor
response is obtained for all of themeasuring planes. This process is repeatedfor allor
the balancingplanes and from this data the influencecoefficient matrix is obtained. The
required correction weights can be calculatedby multiplyingthe inverseof the influence
coefficient matrix with the original unbalance responsevector. These coefficients,once
available may be used for rebalancing that rotor at a future time, or all other rotors of
that family. In many cases, the influencecoefficients may be calculated using a proven
unbalance response computer program, when accurate analytical models of the rotor
system arc available.
In 1964, Goodman developed an influencecoeffl':ient balancing procedure which
used a least squares method to minimize the residual rotor amplitudes at selected
locations. Rieger (1967) developed an efficient calculation procedure to implement the
influence coefficient method. Rieger also made an analytical study of the effectiveness
of the influence coefficient method. In 1972 Lund and Tonnesen and in 1974 Tonnesen,
presented the results of experiments which examined the accuracy and validity of the
influence coefficient method. 'ressaralk et al. (1972) reported on a test program which
studied the exact point speed influence coeff cient method and Tessarzik and Badgley
( 1974) evaluated the least squares influence coefficient procedure. Generally, the lcast
squares method was more accurate than the exact point meecd . Analytical and
experimental analysis continued on the use of the influence coefficient method. One
notable variation to the procedure was presented by Little and Pilkey ,1976). They
presented a linear programming approach for a rotor system where the number of
balancing planes exceeded the number of measurement nations. In this procedure the
optimum solution is chosen such that an objective function is minimized.
1.2.3 Equiva!ent I jnearjZi!ljon
As an alternative to using numerical integration procedures, many linearization
techniques have bee" <eveloped to approximate the dynamic response of non-linear
systems . Among the earliest methods proposed were (a) the method of Krylov and
Bogoliubov (1943), (b) the perturbation methods (Jones, 1978), (c) the Duffiug method
(Stoker, 1950), (d) methods using ultrasphcrical polynomials (Sinha and Srinivasan,
1971-a), and (e) the weighted mean square method (Sinha and Srinivasan , 1971-b). The
text by Nayfeh and Mook (1979) is a good reference on tbcsc early methods .
Bandstra (1983) compared the use of equivalent viscous damping for non-linear
damping in discre te and continuous vibrating systems, The equivalent viscous damping
coefficient was found such that the equivalent system would dissipate the 5.1 111Camount
of energy per cycle as the nonlinea r system. Rakheja et al. ([98 5) presented .1 discrete
harmonic linearization technique, which is an iterative technique to es tablish equivalent
local viscous damping coefficients as functions orf rcqccncy. amplitude of excitation, and
the type of nonlinearity . Rae (1985) used the concept of strain energy correlatiu n to lind
an equivalent linear term for a non-linear spring of a single degree of freedom syS1CI11 .
Geradin and Kill (1988) described the application of the harmonic balance method for the
linearization of common nonlinear rotor and stator interactive force s, Guang cr al.
(1988) demonstrated the use of equivalent linearization of bearing squeeze film damping
forces in the solution of the synchrono us response of a flexible rotor .
1.3 Objectives ofIhis Sludy
The influe nce coefficien t method and the modal balancing methods arc the two principal
methods of flexible rotor balancing today for linear systems, with the more practical
method being the influence coefficient method. Both methods depend on Important
principles of linear systems, the principles or pro portionali ty and superposition.
However, the effects of a rotor's non-linearities must be considered in any rotor
ba lancing procedure .
This thesis presents an equivalent linearization meihod that can be applied to non-
linear mulu-degrcc-or-rrccdcm roto r systems. It also demonstrateshow the equ ivalent
linearization techniquein conjunction withcomputational mode ls of non-linear ro tors can
be used in balancing. The objectives of the thesis can be summarized as follows:
I. To develop an equivalentlinearization method whichcm be easilyadapted
to multi-degrcc-of· free dom ro tor dynamic problems.
2. To develop a mathematical model of a multi-mass roto r suppo rted on
non-linear roller beari ngs, and then find an equivalent linear model for the
non-linear rotor.
3 . To balance the non-linear rotor using the equivalent linear system.
In Chapter 2 an equivalent linearization method is pr esented. The equi valent
linearization procedu re is formulated as anoptim ization problem, where the optimization
is based on the minimum error between the exact or numerical solution and the
eq uivalent linear system. The accuracy and simplicity of this method for a variety tlf
dynamic problems is demonstrated in this chapter, comparing it 10 OI~r Iino.-ari7..1.titll\
p rocedures for non-linear dynamic proble ms.
The mathe matical formulation of the nonlinear rotor system's dynamic equations
o f motion is presented in Chapter 3. These equations for the unbalanc ed damped
response of the roto r disks are developed using the influence coefficient me thod (Sharan
& Rao, 1985). Also in Chapter 3, the theory of balancing linear rotors using urc 1c,,~1
squares method is presented. Then a procedure for balancing a rotor SUlllxlrtctl t ill
nonlinear bearings using the equivalent linearization procedure aud the leas squares
balancing method is demonstrated. The conctusioos and thr. recommendatio ns for future
w ork are given in Chapter 4.
CHAPTER 2
EO UlVA ! ENT LINEARIZATION O F NON- LINEAR SYSTEMS
2. 1 Inlrodu('l i2n
The first objec tive of lhis wo rk is to develop an equiv alentlinearization method which
can be easily adapted 10 no n-linear mulli-deg rcc-of· frccdom rotor dy namic prob lems.
As discussed in the lilcDlur c review , there a re several methods of solv ing non -linear
syste ms whi ch invo lve some form of linearization. Th e solut ions disc ussed app ly 10 a
particu lar con servativ e or non-conse rvative system and 10 single-degree-of-freedom
syste ms, or at most. 10 iwo-oegrec-or-rreedom systems . In roto r dyna m ic problems one
has \0 solve multi-degree-of -freedom synems: there fo re there is a de fi nite need for a
me thod which can be used (or stng te-degree-or-rrecdom or multi-degree-of- freedom
systemsand alsofor conservativeand non-conscrvauve systems, andfor freeand steady
state vibratio n problems. Thi s chapte r describes such a method. andcompares the results
with those o f other researchers. Th e method developed is first applied 10 a single-
deg ree-of-freedom system, an d then to muui-degree-o f-jreedom system s.
2.2 I jnrnrizalion Usjng Opt jmh:nl ion Ttthnjgu!.'5
2.2. 1 MAthematjcal ModclJjn g of A Single-p egccc-of- Erec:dom Syste m
Co nsider the free vib ration o f a conserv ative non-linea r single-degree-o f- freedo m system
(S D OF). T he first task in the linea rization process is 10 fi nd the exact soluti on, if
ava ilable. or else one can use numerical techniques such as Runge-Kutta melhod to
obtain the time response x j (tl R' whe re j = J...N, and N is the number of points
selected from the time period T. In the next step, one assumes an equivalent linear
system, i.e. the stiffnessandthe damping parametersare assumed. and thecorresponding
time history x j ( tl eq is calculated. Defi ning the error "r as
onedefines an objective function U as
N




For the sake of completeness. we mention here the expression fur x J{tl ,"I '
which canbe obtained from any standard textbook(single-degree sohuiom as
For undamped systems, rwill be equal 10 zero.
Minimization Algorithm
For the general case one can define a vector {V} whosecomponents arc stiffness
and damping , K and C respectively, exp ressed as
(2.4)
Now one can state the minimization problem as:
Minimize the object ive functiOll
subject to the cons.lraints
CI - fI K, C)
• f (xl'x2 1 (2.5)
(2.6)
Suc h types of problems can be solved using either direct search or gradient
optimizatio n methods. One of the gradient methods is lhe Davidon-Fletchcr -pcwcl l
Method (Rao , 1978), which is widely known to be a dependab le method and therefore
has been used in this work.
A step by step procedure for achieving such a goalat the i.. iteration stage can
be given as :
( I) Assume a vector {V} anda (2 x 2) positivesymmetric matrix(If] . If the
number of elements in thevec tor {V} were n, then [I I] would be of the
size " x n.
(2) Calculatethe gradient of the objective (unelion,{VU)at the point { V).and
evaluate (G}l using
(2.7)
(3) Obtain theoptimal step length ),: in the direction {G}. and set
(2.8)
10
(4) Compute the objective funct ion corresponding to (V} .. I and test fur
optimality. If it is achieved within the required tolcmucc then Slllp.
otherw ise go to the next step .
(5) Update the -natrix [11]" 1for the next iteration usingthe relation
where
[L) ; " .l;{GlJ1Glf
fGi~Rl
[N] ; = -I [H ] l IP} j}{ [H] jlPljlT
(P1I {HI j(P!j




The above mentioned method is quite stable and converges quadratica lly . I, S ' I
point of clarification, it should be noted here that for conservative systl'"1S,i.c . C "" 0 ,
Eq. (2.5 ) will be reduced to a single parameter optim ization only.
2.2.2 Malhematical Modelling of Multi·Degrcc.of-frccdom Syslems






where the indiccsj and Iest.and (or !henumberof points selected in 'r andthe degreesof
freedom in the syaern, respectively. The vector {'1 in this easewill be given by
(2.15)
To obtain Xj t ( 1:) " one canagain usethe Runge-Kutta method applicable to
system of equat ions, w hereas xjt (tl Eq is obtained from the modal analysis of th e
equivalent system of linear differential equations g iven by
[ M] Li Ct )) . (C ){x ltl ! + [K] lx (tl l . {F ltl} (2. 16)
Thus the ueps involsed in this method for the a-degrees-of-freedom system a rc :
(I) Assume a vecior {VJ. given by Eq . (2-15) , within the upper and lower
limiu for the dampingand stiffnes parameters.
(2) Ob tain the lime history of eachof the degrees-of· freedom with in a time
period using modal analysisof Eq. (2-16).
(3) Calculate U given by Bq. (2-14)
(4) Follow steps 1·6 in the minimizatio n algorithmmentionedin the Section
2 .2.1
For transientor forced vibration response on e can alwayscalculate U using Eqs.
12
(2-13) and (2- 14), and of course, Xj t ( t) f;q must be obtained corresponding 10 an
appropriate forcing function.
2.2.J~
2.2 .3.1 Case No I • Free Vibration of a Con sc ryilljve Sjnglc. Pc grcc-Qf-Fn'\,dom
Syslem With Cubic Stiffness Non-I inea rity
Consider a conservative, undampedfree vibration problem with a cubic spring clement.
The equation of motion is as follows:
(2.17)
which can be written as
(2.18)
where M :: 0.01,' K :: 2.0; K' :: 0.5; with initial conditions given as
x(O) ~ 0; x (O) = 1.5.
The sys tem response x ( tl and time period for this equation is found using:
1. A Modified Perturbation Method
2. A Weighted MeanSquare Method
3. The Optimization Method
Each o f the methods are discussed first, and then the results can be compared to
those obtained using the numerical solution (the Runge-Kutta method).
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Modified PcnWbalion Method
In a paper by Jones (1978), a method is presented which is a variation on the
perturbation expansions to lind a solution to a non-linear equation . The paper discusses
the periodic solution of the equation
(2.19)
with initial conditions as x(Oj "" A and X( O) "" O. The method descr ibed was devised
to extend the range of validity of perturbation expansions to include larger values of E.
Prom this method by Jones, an approximate solution for Eq. (2.19) becomes
where
x .. a coe e .;. (-IT) (eceae - COSt )
-r " ~, I" (1~J) and J = ~~: .
(2.20)
(2.20.)




(,) 2 " .!i
M
x{O ) r A = 1. 5
X(O ) = 0
Weighted Mean Square Method
In the paper by Sinha and Sriniva san (1971-b), a linearization technique is
presented which yields an approx imate period of oscillation l' for the problem of free
oscfltaucns o f conservative systems, governed by the differential equation:
14
(d 2x ) ... [(x) " 0
dt'
(2.2 1)
with initial conditions as -*(0) = 0 and x (0) = A. For the: case of cubic non-
linearity, the nonlinear function [ (x) in Eq. (2.2 1) is given as
[(x ) " ax + bx l (2.22)
The approximate period of oscillation for the ease of cubic non-linearity is found 10 he
(2 .2~)
where when nJ' = 3 is recommended to be used for the most accurate results.
This method of approximating the period of oscillation can be applied to Case I,
given by Eq. (2.18). With 11/' = 3. the approximate timc period T for Eq. (2. 18)
becomes
(2 .24)
where, a =KIM; b = X'IM,' x (O)= A "" 1.5 .
Using this approximate period of motion obtained for the interval (A,·A), a
linearized equation of motion can be written as
x + Iol ~X " 0




Qn ljmitation Method of Un ead 12Jl;on<Shamn a nd Tum in 1989)
An appro ximate linearized function for Eq. (2.17) can be written as
(1.27)
which can be written as:
(1.28)
where
with the initial con ditions xfO)::::O and x(Oj==O. the solution of the approximate
linearized equation becomes
(1.29)
The exact solution of lhe nonli near Equalioo (2. 11) was found using the Runge-
Kutta method . A number of points (x.f) were selected from the solutio n for the exact
system response. Us ing the opt imization techn ique (or a SDO F system , the linearized
stiffness para meter XI. in Eq. (2.21) was found so as to min imize the error between the
exact solutionand the approximatesolution. The valueof XL(or thisexample was 2.83.
Table 2. 1 shows the calcu lated time periodof the free vibration of the
16
Iab.J..e..2..J. Free Vibrati on of a Si n g l e~Degree-Qf-FrecdQm
System - Case N2....l
Equation o f Motion: MX + ](x + K'x l '" 0, T ime Period "" T (sees)
M= O.Ol(Kg ) x (O) = 0
K :2.O(,% l x (O) = 1. 5
x· = a , S(L l
m'
Parameter Perturbation Weighted Mean Optimization
Method Square Method Method
T (s) 0.3726 0.3726 0.3726
U 0.0012 0.00 178 0.00047
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conservative single-degree-of-freedom system obtained from the three linearization
techniques as well as from theoptimization method. The valueof the objective function.
U is also shownin thisTable. Here U is the squareof the error per point, i.e. it is equal
to U/N, where N is the numberof points in a given period. The calculated period of
vibrationis the same(or atl three methods,but the error U (or the optimization method
is the least.
2.2.3.2 Case No 2 ~ Forced vj bratioo of a Non-Conservative Single-Degree-of-
FreedomSystem Wilh CubicStiffness Non-Ijncadty
The equation C'>t motion, and the assumed parameters, for a non-conservative single-
degree-or-freedomsystemsubjected to a harmonicforcing function are given in Table
2.2. In this case study the steady amplitude for the non-linear system was found using
the optimization method and the weighted mean square method(Sinha and Srinivasan,
1971-b). Table 2.2 shows that the amplitudes were the same in both cases, but both
were less than the amplitudecalculatedusing the Runge-Kuttanumerical solution.
2.2.3.3 Case No ;1 - Forero VibratjooResponseof a Single~Degree-Qf-Freedom
SystemWith Non-linear Damnjng and Cubic Stiffness Non-linearity
Considera non-linearnon-conservative system with a mixed type of non-lineardamping
and a cubic spring subjected to step (unctionexcitationas follows:
MX .. a ( 1 ..x 2)x .. K1x .. ~x' = Fu( tl
where11(1) =: / for I > oand /I(f) = 0 for' < 0
18
(2.30)
Th.b.k..2...2 Steady State Amplitude of N QoHnCflf Forced
Vibration Pm blem - Case No 2
Equa tion of Motion: Mit + ex + ax + bx l <:: FosinL> t:
Me 45J .23 (Kg) Fa" 4448.2 N
(,) =37 .70(~:~) ce11390. 2(N-:eC)
a = 1 ,7 8 9 ,271 (.;) b " 1.2 )( IO u (~)
Parameter Weighted Mean Optim izatio n Runge Kulla
Square Method Method Method
(0101) (0101) (mm)
X. 3.37 3.37 :\,3 97
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M =- 1.0, F = 0.2, a = 0.1
K, = 1.0, (J = 1.0
with initial conditions x(O) = 0, and x (O) = 0
The system response x(t) for Eq. (2.30) is found using an application of
ultraspherical polynomials and by the optimization methodof linearization. The results
are compared \0 the exact solution found from the Runge-Kutta method.
liltrasnhcrjcal Polynomials Method
An approximate solution of Eq. (2,30) was presented by Sinha and Srinivasan
(1971-a), In the analysis the differential equations for amplitude and phase were
formulated by the method of the variation of parameters. The approximatesolutions are
obtained by a generalized averaging technique based on ultraspbencal polynomial
expansions. From this paper the approximate response for Bq. (2.30) is given by
x = ~ - A{ t' )cos (l +nl t'
where the non-dimensional time t' is given by
t·" H·t
In Bq. (2.3 1), Ao is the real root of the equation
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The function A(t") is given by





In the optimization method an approximate linearized function for Bq. (2.30) is
wriuen as:
12.38)
where Fo = Fu(r) = 0.2 01 t > 0
x (O)~ 0
x (O) == 0





CoI d =~ ·WJl
Eq. (2.30) was solved using the Runge-Kinta method and multi -parameter optimization
was used to find the linear ized da mping constant C1• and the linearized spring con stant
K•. in Eq. (2.38), to minimize the error between the Runge-Kuna solution and the
approximate solution xd').
Fig. 2.1 gives the results (or x(t) found from the ultraspherical polynomials
method, the optimization method of linearization, and from the Runge-Kutta numerical
solution. Graphically, the two linearization procedures produce similar resuns to the
numerical solution. The error between the approximate solutions and the numerical
solution . U. was calculated (or a selected time period betwee n J and 9 seconds. For this
period theerror Uwas 0.001031and 0.001029for the uhrasphericalpolynomialsmethod
and the optimization method respectively.
2.2 .3.4 Case No 4 - Forced Vibra tiQn Qf A SjngJe-pegree-Qf-F reedom System
With Non-linear pa mping
Consider the forced vibration of damped single-degree-of-freedom system as follows
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Mil + Kx + [(x,x, t) z Fosio lolt (2.40)
wheref(x,x,tJ represents the linear and non-linear damping. Damping exists whenever
there is energy dissipated, such as from external friction, fluid viscosity, and internal
friction. Bandstra (I983) presented the results of a study of a system described by llq.
(2.4 0), with non-linear damping. In this study he comparctl the exactsolution found Inuu
the Runge-Kutla numerical procedure, to the approximate solution using equivalent
viscous damping found from energy balance methods. The followingtypes of non-linear
damping were considered in the study:
CoulQmb Damping
Coulomb damping is usedto represent dry friction presentin sliding surfaces such
as laminated springs and structural joints. In Coulomb damping, the force
resisting the motion is assumed to proportional to the normal force between the
sliding surfaces and independent of velocity except for the sign. The Coulomb
damping force is represented by
PI) = (sign x) Fc: (2.41)
where Fe = IAFN, and (sign it) has the value unity and the sign of the velocity.
FN is the normal force and IJ.is the coefficient of friction.
2. Velocity Squared p amping
Velocity squared damping is present whena mass vibrates in a fluid or when fluid
is passed rapidly through an orifice. The damping force is given as
23
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Fig. 2.1 System Response: Case No.3
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20 . 00
PD = (sign xl ax2.
Note that viscous damping is a special case of velocity to the 11 power damp ing,




Solid damping represents the energy dissipated within a material and it is
expressed as
PD .. (sign xl b Ix l (2,4 4)
4. Displacement Squared Dampjng
Displacement squared damping is similar 10solid damping and the d:llllping force
is expressed as:
FD = (s ign x) dx2. (2 .45)
Bandstra (1983) found the equivalent linear viscous damping eocflicicnt for the
four types of non-linear damping using the equivalent energy method. The energy
dissipated per cycle by the non-linear damping forces is equated to the linear viscous
energy dissipation; and therefore an equivalent linear viscous damping coefficient can be
found, and the linearized system response calculated.
In the optimization method as before , the numerical solutions were found and the
equivalent linear damping coefficient was found such that the square of the errors
between the numerical solution and the linearized system's response was minimized.
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Table 2.3 ShfWS the steady slate amplituderesponse for the various types of forced
nonlinear damped systems. In coliloon 2, the steady state amplitude response obtained
by the Runge-Kutta Methodis shown. The equivalent viscous damping parameter and
thesteady stale amplitudefoundby using theenergybalancemethod is shownin columns
3 and 4 respectively. The error between the Runge-Kutta solution and the results in
column4 arc given in column5. Similarresults are reported in columns6,7, and 8, for
the single variable optimization method. The error was less for the optimization
linearization method.
The results in column8 were obtained by varying the damping parameter only
becausethe stiffness term was linear in the specified problem. In fact, one could also
obtain better response characteristics in the simulated model if the stiffness parameter
was also considered a variable, which is represented as K; the rationale being that we
want to come up with an equivalent system whose response behaviour is closest to the
nonlinear system. These results are shown in the columns9 - 12. It is especially true
in the two lowercases, i .e, whenthe system has displacementsquaredor solid damping.
2.2.3.5 Case No 5 - Free Vjbrnrion of a Mnltj-pcgree-of.EreedQm System With
Non-I jnear Damping
To illustrate the applicability of the optimizationmethod to a multi-degree-of-frecdom
system analysis, a thrce-degree-of-frcedom examplewithnon-lineardampingwas chosen
as shown in Fig. 2.2, The values for the various parametersand the initial conditions
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Forced Yihrnt i o~ of ~~:S:-~:~r-of-FreedQm Systems with~ No nlinear Dampmg
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m
Typeof Runge Energy BalanceMethod Single Variable DualVariable
Damping Kutta Optimization Optimization
Soln
1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
X~ C~ X. % C~ X. % C~ K,. X. %
Error Error Error
Coulomb 3.82 11390.2 3.64 4.96 10032.73 3.69 3.4 10014.14 1789.27 3.88 + 1.6
Velocity
SquaKd 3.72 11390 .2 3.64 2. 1S 11074.37 3.6> 1.88 11068.0> 177' .9' 3.69 -0.8
Disp.
Squared 4.53 : 1390.2 3.64 20.70 6861.17 3.79 16.30 6' 80.3' 1548.26 4.74 + 2.0
Solid 4.20 11390.2 3.64 14.55 8182.66 3.75 10.7 8024.2 162' .97 4.33 + 3.0
!:l
arc given in Tablc 2.4. Using the optimization method of linearizat"m, X~.rt)R in Bq.
(2,13) was obtained using the Rungc-Kutta solution while Xjk(t}llq was obtained from the
modal analysis of the equivalent system of linear differential equations similar to Eq.
(2 . 16). See Appendix A for a description of the moda l analysis procedure , The
object ive function U from Eq. (2. 14) was divided by 3N , and a new objective function
lr was delined as
(2.46)
The reason for using 3 was due to the three variables being used. The response
plots for the three variables are shown in Figs. 2.3 to 2.5 , where the Runge-Ku tta
solutions arc also shown . As one can sec in these ligures , the optimization technique
yiclds good results. lJ for this example was 2.92 x to: and N selected was equal 10 40.
2.3~
In this chapter, the vibration response of non-linear single-degree or multi-degree-of-
freedom systems, whether conservative or non-conservative, free and forced , we re
for mulated as optimization problems and solved. In these formulations , the optimizat ion
was based on the minimum error between the exact or numerical solution and an
equivalen t linear system solution. The results were compared , wherever possible, with
those obtained by other researchers. The results show that this method is very versatile
and relatively more accurate than ure existing linearizatio n methods.
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~ Free Vibration of a Mulri-Dearee-ol-EreedomSvstern with Nonlinear Damoina- Case....No~5
Parameter Values Parameter Value Parameter' Values
(kg) (N/m~
M, 4500 K, 1,789,000 C, 45,000 (N-sJ/m~
M, 4300 K, 1,400,000 C, 27,000 (N·sl/m~
M, 1000 K, 1,000,000 C, 55,000 (N-sJ/m~
K. 2,IXJO,OOO C. 9.0 x Ice (N-sJ/m~
C, 6.0 x 10" (N·s'/m~
c..el • C, are constants for velocity squared damping and C~, and C, are constants rOT displacement squared damping
EOIJATIONS OF MOTION
1. l-lt X1 .. (Kl .. KZ} x 1 - KJxJ .. l e t" el l (sign Xl) (x I I I .. C, l si gn XI ) (XII I -
Cz(si g n XJ ) (X,) 2 - C$ ( s i g n xJ ) (X J) 2 · 0
2 . M:iS - Kixi .. (Xi .. KJ}XJ - Klx) - C,(sig n Xl) (x l l
'
.. Ie, .. el l ( s i gn Xl) (XII '
c) (s i gn Xl ) (Xl ) 2 " 0
3 . M1xJ - K1Xz .. (Kl .. K.) Xl - C, (s ign Xl) ( x )) ! - C1 (s ign xt ) (xz) Z +
C1{sign x 2) ( Xz}) .. C1(si gn xJ I ex) 1 .. Ie, .. C, ) ( s i gn xli i Ix , )! • 0
Ini1ia! eond jlions
x1(OI *0 . 0 2 m -"2 (0 ) " 0 . 01 5 m xl IO) - 0 . 0 15 m
Xl (0) =0 x~ ( 0 ) _0 '''l ( 0 ) _ 0
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Fig. 2.3 Free Vibration Response of X, - Case No.5
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Fig. 2 .5 Free Vibration Response of X, - Case No , 5
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BALANCING OF ROTORS SUPPORTED ON NON-I INEAR
!lEABJllilS
The optim ization method of linearization developed in Chapte r 2 shall now be used in
the balancing of a rotor supported on non-l inear bea rings. The procedu re is outl ined on
Fig. 3.1. The chapter is divided into the fo llowing sections :
Formulationof the equations of motion for the unbalancedresponse of a
ro tor supported on non-linear bearings.
2. Development of a numerical procedure to solve the non -linear equations.
3 . Sol ution of a linear system of equation s using the impedance method .
4. Equivale nt lineariza tion of the non-linear system using the oprimlzation
method.
5 . Balancing of a rotor with non-l inear bearings.
3.2 Drrivalioll of E!Junlions of Motio n For A Rotor Supporte d on Non·lin('ar
A multi-mas rotor mounted on non-linear ball bearing s, one on each end of the shaft,
is shown in Fig, 3,2, The equations of motion for this multi-degree of freedom system
arc for mulated using flexibility in fluence coeffi cients and Lagrange's Equation s (Tse et
ai, 1978-a). Using the Lagrange's approach the equ ations o f motion are derived from
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Fig. 3 .1 Flow Chart of Balancing Procedure for Rotor s
Supported on Non -Linear Bear ings
3'
two scalar functions; the kinetic energy T. andthe potential energy V. The equation s
apply to non-linearas well as linea r systems.
Th e rotor consists of n numberof disks o f equal mass with 1 nominal mass
assumed at the bearing locations. This mass was added at !he bearing locations to
e liminate the zero inthedia&ooal termsof the mass meuix [M] . in the derived equations
of motion. IIis assumedthat the bearingmassand its associatedkine tic energy isalmost
negligible. Themass of the shaft was neglectedin th is analysis, howe ver. if it wasto be
included then it coultJhave been replaced by masses atthe bearings anddisk locations.
The rotor disks are assumed to be eccentric, with the locationof the disk's centre of
massspecifiedby the distance r; and phase angle <Pi as shown in Fig . 3.2.
Referring to Fig. 3.2. the lotalrotor disk deflections aregiven byz:; andYi' the
d isplacements of the rotor disksdue to the bearing displacements o nly, are givertby z:
and,: , while the elastic deformations along the l and J axes represen tedby vectors luI.
and {u}, arc given by
(3. 1)
The potentialenergy of the rotorcomprises of tile strain energy from both bearing
defl ections androtor clastic deformations. The non-linearbearings a re modelledas ball
36
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bearings, such tha t lhey have a cubic non-linear term (Oenla and Repaci,1988) . where
the force and displacement expressions are gi ven by
F%. "K~:Zo+e18z:
F %0"=K;:z/I. l +C 28 Z~'l
F y . "X;:Yo+ £ll1y :
Fy O" =K;:Yn.l+ c28Y;'1
The pote nt ial ene rgy for the bearings is give n by
"vB=[(X::z + elBz 3 ) dz +
y,[ (K;:Y+ t lBy 3 ) dy +
Z'n. ,
.[ (K: :Z + t 2BZ 3 ) dz +
¥n. ,! IK;:y + £2By 3 ) dy




where [KJ is the matrix of stiffness influence coefficients for the shaft. The ma trix [1<".]
can be foun d by taking the inverse of theflexib ility influence coefficients. (See A ppendix
[B) for the derivation of the shaft stiffness m atrix, [K,]). The total potential energy VT
is the sum of VII and Vs such that
(3.5)
Eq. (3.5) does not include a term du e to the weight of the rotor disks. This is
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because the static deflections are not a func tion of time. In order (0 lind the (01011
deflection, one mu st separately calculate the static defl ection due to gravity and usc Ik
superposi tion principle for obtaining the tota l deflect ion.
The expression for the system kinetic eflCrg~ is given by
• 1 d
T · E - mJ-ll:. + r,cos{loJt + lPJ1J2 +
/01 2 dr
• I dE- m,l-(Ys + r,sin(w t + 41)IJ2
'ot 2 dr
(1.6)
H aving found (he kinetic and potential energy expressions, we can introd uce the
Lagrangian , defined by:
L " · T - VT




In Eq. (3.8) F; rep resents the nonconservative forces. q, the generalized coordinate , and
,; represe nts the Rayleigh's dissipation function. In this rotor example. Ihere is no
viscous da mping and therefore J",'Jtj i :::: O. The rigid body mode displacements Z; and
y; can be eliminated from Eq. (3.4) using t he follow ing relationships
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(3.9 )
where a~ = Zu l L- to and 6, • Y~' I L- Yo (3.9a)
S ubstituting Eqs. (3 .5), (3.6), and (3.9) into Eq . (3.8), one obtains the dy namic equations
of motion o f the system as:
[M] ~~ I + [K] ~~ I · !Fl~. 1 ~'l
• •, ~ .I
where IF } is the unbalance fo rce vecto r given as
I~ Il'1(,,):ICOS(Ulf+4>2)ml':I(,,):Isin(Ull+4>:z)iJ'1. .,r ,(,,)1COS(Ulf.4>,)m",(,)1sin (wt +et>, )oo
(3 .10)
(3. 11)
See Appendix (C] for the details of the derivation and the resulting equations of m otion
and various matrice s.
Introd ucing a structura l damping matrix [C] which is also show n in de tail in
Appendix B . and using the generalized coordina te qj, the final set of equations bec omes
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where




The overall system stiffness matrix [K] contains the bearing non-linear stiffness te rms




K:: + £28 y;. 1
3.3 Numerical Solution or th e Non·UllfflTSystem
(3.14)
The numerical time response solution for the non-linear systemof equations is calcula ted
using the Newmark-p Method (Rao, 1986) in conjunction with an iteration procedure.
From theNewmark- p Method the resulting equationsfor thevelocityand displacem ent
vectors can be expressedas:
(3 .15)
(3 . 16)
where k is the itera tion step in time, and the pa rameters (1 and f3 indicate how m uch
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acceleration, at thc end of interval At , enters into the velocity and displacement
equations. To find thevalue of {qlb l ' the equation of morton(Eq. 3. 12) for t = I H 1 is
given by
(3. ' 7)
We want to substitute {4\ '1 and {,jll'! in terms of 1q1t+J in Eq. (3.17). All the
vectors at the time instant k in Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (3.1 6) are known from the initial
conditions. Onecan express {qlhJ in termsof {q1t. \ in Eq. (3.16) 0100 Subslituting(qltol
in termsof {q1t . J in Bq. (3. 15), one can find out {q)t.l in termsof 1q1t . I' In this way
wecan rewriteEq. (3. 17) with (q1t.1 as the unknown,which is writtenas:
Iql,., • [(_I _ 11M] • (..L)[CJ • {K)••, r'
« (Ar)l « At
x {lF1t • 1 .. fMJ(-'-IqI.l .. ---.!...- rql~ .. (-'!"'-l){q)J
0:(Ar)1 «At 20: (3.18)
• ([CJJ..L~I• • (l _I)~I, • (1 -21~~1,))
l o:At IX IX 2
ln the non-linear rotor' s case, the stiffness matrix [Kl ..l in Eq. (3. 18) has non-
linear terms which depend on the valuesof the elements in vector {qh+l ' Eq. (3. 18) is
a set of non-linear algebraic equations now. Therefore an iteration procedure is utilized
in conjunctionwiththe Newmark-g Method to find {ql.l. l' The followingsteps describe
the ImmCIleal procedure:
Specifyinitialconditions at I "" 0, {qloand lq}ll'
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2. Using the known initial conditions from Step (l J and Eq. (.' . I:!), lqi o is
calculated as
where some of the terms of [K] are a function of {q}ij'
3. Select the time step til. and parameters rt and {3.
4. Starting with k = O. assume a displacement vector ({ f/h +l)'"
5. Calculate the non-linear terms of the stiffness matrix [KJ. using values from the
assumed displacement vector ({Q}k+l)" in Eq. (3. 13). Assemble the stiffucss
matrix [ X'].
6. Calculate displacement vector {qh +, using Eq. (3. 18) and the stiffness matrix
(K] from Step 5.
7. Compare {(Ih+l with assumed displacement vector. If the difference is nut within
specified tolerances, use an average value of the assumed displacement vector
from Step (4) and the calculated displacement vector from Step (6) for the new
assumed vector . and return to Step (4). If the difference is within tolerance then
proceed to Step (8).
8. Calculate the acceleration and velocity at 'k .1from the following expressions




9 . Update me assumed vector for ' H I and go to Step (4). Continue for k "" N
iterations to obtain Ihc steady state solution.
3 .4 Solution or I lom e S yst NllS Using th e ImlX'd ;lOcc Method
In Section 3.3 we obtai ned the numerical solution of the nonlinear system . As was done
in Chapter 2, we will lind an equivalent linear syste m using the optimizat ion princip les
and then balance the equivalent linear system with a set of weigh ts. Before we find the
equivalent system il is worth br iefly go ing over the impedance method (Tsc ct ai, 1978-b)
for linding the response of the linear system. Moreover, even \0 find the equivalent
linear systemone needs to know the linear response equations. The equationsof motion
for a linearized system are given by
(MJIq1 • [C]!ql• [K" J(q1 • {}1 13.22)
where the matrix (K~I is the equivalent linear snff res s matrix, and [M), [q, and {F}
matrices are unchanged Irom the or iginal non-linear eq uations (Eq . (3. 12» .
In the case or the rotor . the excitation force vector from the inherent unbalance
is harmon ic and all the elem ents in {F} are or the same freq uency. Therefore {F} is
ex pressed as
(3.23)
where IF>is the complex phasor or {F}. lf we let the harmonic response be {Q} where
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{.\ ,24}
and {Q}is the complex phaso r of {Q}; app lying the impedance method <Inti factoring
out ~, Eq. (3.22) becomes
I IK"J - ~'IM] • j~[C) ]101• !Pi




whe re [2] is the impeda nce matrix , and tOI is the solution vector , which gives the
amplitude and phase angle of the response . From the harmoni c unbalance force vector




F(3) "{In:zr:zw1cos41:z) +{m:z,:z w2sin$ :z)j
F( 4)={m2r:zw2coS{$1+-T» +{mlrlw2sin(4>1 +T»)J
F(5) =(In,r , wl cos¢l]) +(lnJr, w2sin¢l,)j
i(6)=(m, r, w:ZcOS(QlJ+T»+(mJr,w 2sin(¢I' +T»)j
F(J) ..(m. r.w:Zcos¢l,J+( m. ,.w:Zsin$4)j
F(8) =(m4r. w:ZCOS($ . +-Tn +(m4'4w2sin(Ql4+¥ »j
F(9) "(lnsrsw2cosQls) +(lIIsrsw2sin41s)j




3.5 Equivalent Lineari7.ation Using lhe Optimization prjnciple
Once the non-linear steady slate solution is found, we can find the equivalent linear
system using the optirnizatlon method outlined in Chapter 2. An equivalent linear
stiffness matrix IKI'~J will be found to replacethenon-linear stiffnessmatrix (K) such that
the error in the rotoramplitudes between the numerical solutionand the equtv...tentttncar
system solution is minimized. The following steps are used 10 obtain the valuesof the
(KI'A1J malrix:
Select a periodof thesteady statesolution from the numerical solution, and obtain
vector (q(f)} J'l IJM'
2, Assume a vector of whose componentsarc the hearing equivalentlinear stiffness
values withinspecifiedupper and lower ranges,
(3.28)
3, Replace the non-linear stiffness terms shown in Bq. (3. 14) with the assumed
values from vector {V} and calculate theequivalentlinear stiffness matrix[Kr>l) '
Obtain the steady state response for each degree of frecdom for the equivalent
linear systemusing the impedancemethodEq. (3.27), outlined in the previous
section of thischapter, Using { (~H. the response vector for the equivalent linear
system {q(r)}".,can be found using Eq.(3, 24).
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4, Calculate the value of the objective function by defining the error as
The objective function beco mes
N




5. Follow the steps in the minimizati..m algorithm outlined in Chapter 2 to lind the
equivalent linear stiffness values in vector (V}.
3.6.1 Introduction - RQtor Balancing
The balancing of rotors is accomplished by adding compensating unbalances at discrete
rotor locations, or by machining . Some rotors can beconsidered "r igid". T hat is, the
shape of the rotor and shaft are invariable, even at high rotational speeds. For these
types of rotors, static balancing lind dynamic balancing techniques call he used 10 lind
the co rrection weights.
If we have a uniform thin disk of mass 111, with eccentricity r , the correction mass





The location where the correction mass can be added or removed can be found by simple
stat ics. The rotor can be placed on two horizontal knife edges and allowed to roll freely
until the heavy spot comes to the lowest position. This is referred to as static balancing
or single plane balancing (See Fig. 3.3(a)) . Static balancing requires a correction mass
only on one plane.
In many cases, the unbalance is distributed along the length of the rotor and static
balancing cannot be used to determine the correction masses. As shown in Fig. 3.3(b) ,
it is possible 10 have two equal uncompensated masses symmetrically placed about the
centre mass, but positioned at 180 degrees to one another. The rotor is in static balance,
yet centrifugal forces will produce a moment about the centre of mass when the rotor
turns. This type of unbalance is called couple unbalance, and results in a tilting or
pendulum action of the principle inertia axis about the shaft axis at the centre of mass.
To counteract the couple it is necessary to make corrections on two planes.
The general case where both static and couple unbalance exist , is called dynamic
unbalance (Fig. 3.3(c»). The principle inertia axis is now inclined 10 the geometric shaft
axis, but there is also an eccentricity at the centre of the mass. A rigid rotor with
dynamic unbalance can be balanced by adding correction weights on any two separate

































When the rotor is rigid, ie. the shape of the ccntroidal axis does not change as a
function of spced, the dynamic balancing of the rotor is quite simple. However, in most
high speed applications, rotors operate above the first critical speed and can be no longer
considered as rigid rotors. The rotor deflec ts and the shaft's bent centerline whirls
around and additional cent rifugal forces are set up. For these rotors, flexible balancing
techniques are required. The two principle methods for flexible rotor balancing are the
modal balancing method and the influence coe fficient method. In this work the intluence
coefficien t method will be used. Either method could have been used in this study,
however the least squares influence coefficient method was chosen because it is the most
commonly used method with the most practical applications. Modal balancing is not a
practical method .. Ie to the large amplitudes at the critical speeds. A comprehe nsive
discussion of modal balancing theory is provided by Darlow (1989).
3.6.2 Balancing of ! jnear Syslems Usjng T he Least Squares
Influence Coefficient Method
As was discussed in Chapter I, the influence coefficient method utilizes the rotor-bearing
sensitivity for the calculation of balance correction weights (Rao, 1983). For linear
systems this sensitivity can beexpressed in matrix form, where the complex clements of
which arc tcrmed influence coefficients. The influence coefficients are obtained by
determining the rotor response to known trial masses at particular balancing planes for
a selected balancing speed. Assume we have collected this data for the z direction shaft
displacements as given in Fig. 3.2. These rotor responses are compared to the
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uncorrected or original unbalanced rotor response data to determine the influence
coefficients. mathematically expressed as
where aijis the complex influence coefficient which is also an clement of the matrix tAl
discussed in the subsequent pages. z" is the ;'11 vibration reading with no trial masses
installed in ther balancing plane, Z;j is the j'" vibration reading with the trial mass
installed in the J'" balancing plane, and 7j is the trial mass installed, expressed as a
complex value representing its magnitudeand angular location on the balancing)'" plane.
In addition to the initial uncorrected rotor data, for " balancing planes, n runs arc
necessary to collect all the data to calculate the influence coefficient matrix. For this
discussion we will assume that there are p vibration measurements taken along the rotor
for each run.
Once the influence coefficient matrix is obtained, then the correction masses {m,l
are calculated. The residual vibration {z}, i.c. the vibnuion of the rotor with the trial
masses installed, is expressedas
(3,33)
where {z.,} is the response due to the original rotor unbalance expressed as complex
numbers, and {z",} is the vector of amplitudes with the correction masses installed,
Using the influence coefficient matrix found from the trial masses. {t""l ls expressed as
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(3.34)
Substituting Eq. (3 .34) into Eq. (3.33) the residual vibration is
(3.3')
When the number of balancing planes b, and the number of measurement planes p are
equal, Eq. (3.33) can be solved directly 10 reduce all values of [z] 10 zero 10give
1m). -[Ar 'lz,,1 (3.36)
where [A·I ) is the inverse of the square influence coefficient matrix, and {m.} is the
complex vector representing the correction masses and the angular locations.
If the number of measurements p is greater then the number of balancing planes,
then we cannot in general reduceall residual vibnt ions to zero, but wecan minimize the
SUIT, of their squares. Expressing the sum of the squaresof the residual vibration as S.
it is as follows
(3.37)
where i;arc the complexconjugatesof the elements Z;. S is minimizedby
(101..6)
(3.38)
where nl, j arc the complex conjugates of the elements of the vector {m.l, and i;Jare the
complex conjugates of the clements of the matrix [AJ. The expression for the residual
vibration (Eq 3.33) can be rewritten as
·t , • Zo, + f;tal"tJ (i : l ...p)
(.1..19)
where Z.,;arc the clements of ft. }. Substituting Eq. (3.31) into Eq. (3 .36) . .....c obtain
(JAO)
rearrang ing this expression in matrix form yields
-Ii l' IA]Im) • -li ]'ltJ • 0
OA I)
where (A]T is a conjugate transpose of [A] and [AI is the complex conj ugate o f IAI. This
equation can be solved to give
(3.421
This is the sci of correction masses which minimizes the residual vibration of the linear
rotor system.
3.6 .3 Balancing of jJ Bolar SupPOrted on Non -I j0C3 T Rearings
The balancin g procedure discussed in the previous section applies to linear systems. In
precisebalancing work with rotors with non-linearitics, i.e. non-linear supports, the non-
linea rities have 10 be considered . Th is can be accomplishe d by using equiva lent
lineariza tion. Once the non-linear equations of motion arc formulated, an equivalent
linear system is obtained for the balancing SPCl,.'<! of interest for usc in the balancing
S3
program. The equivalent linear system is found by using the optimization techniques
discussed in Section 3.5 . This linear system is used to calculate the rotor n 'Sponse to the
unbalance forces ncar it' s critical speed . The least square influence coefficient method
of balancing is then used to find thecorrection weights to reduce the equivalent lioear
rotor's response to acceptable levels. These correction weighu are used 10balance the
original non-linear rotor.
Th is balancing procedure can be used in conjunction with computational rotor
models in which one would like to consider the effect of the rotor non-linearities. This
could be done at the design stage where the rotor response and unbalance sensitivity
studies are carried out to verify the performance and integrity of new rotor designs.
Also, computational models can be used to aid in the balancing of rotors in the field .
The availability of an accurate model will enable the unbalance to be estimated from the
displacement data collected, thus balancing can be carried out without the need for
numerous trial runs to estimate the influence coefficient matrix. Again, this balancing
procedure will enable incorporation of rotor non-linearltics .
3,7 Nmnc:rirnl E.'~nnlnl("5
3 . 7 .1~
To illustrate the balancing procedure a rotor bearing system with four disks was chosen.
A negligible bearing mass was included in the model. Fig. 3.4 shows the rotor
configuration while Table 3. 1 gives the parameters of the three different roto rs






Fig . 3.4 Rotor System
~
lKY
Nontrnpo.r Bea r ing St iffness
Kz = K + K- Z2
Ky = K + K- y2
r
\Jhe re K = 1.0 x 10 N/I"I
K"' = 1.0 x Hr /'JIM
Tilblc 3 J Rolor p m amelc rs
Rotor Parameters RowrNo . l Rotor No. 2 Rotor No. 3
Shaft Diameter 0.050 m 0.076 m 0.089 m
Ml 0. 10 kg 0.05 kg 0.05~
M2 30.0 kg 20.0 kg 20.0 kg
M3 30.0 kg 20.0 kg 20.0 kg
M4 30.0 kg 20.0 kg 20.0 kg
M5 30.0 kg 20.0 kg 20.0 kg
M6 0.10 kg 0.05 kg 0.05 kg
Ll 0. 127m 0.20 m 0.30 m
L2 0.254 m 0,45 m 0.55 m
L3 0.508 m 0.75 m 0.75 m
L4 0.635 m 1.00 m 1.10 m
L5 0.760 m 1.20 m 1,40 m
LID::; 15.2 LID ::; 15.79 LID = 15.73
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considered. Rotor No .1 co-s tsu of a shaft, 0 .050 111in diameter. 0.760 111ill k nl;lh.
with (4) four 30 kg masses an d (2) two 0. 10 kg masses at the bea rings. The shafl
diame ter and length was increased on Rotor No.2, and the disk masses decreased 10 20
kg. Ro tor No.3 has the same disk masses as Rot or No.2 , but the rotor length and slmfl
diamete r were increased . For all three rotors the ratio IJ D was approximately
mainta ined (15 .2,15.8 ,1 5.7).
The mat erial density of 7.832 kg/ m' and an clas tic modulu s of 200 x 10" N/rn1
was used to model the rotor shaft. The bearing linear sti ffness coeffi cient was chosen
as 1.0 ;II; 1007N/m wh ile the non -linear bearing stiffnes s coe fficient was selected as UJ
x 10H N/m.
The unbalance co nditio n assumed for cach of the fou r disk s was an eccent ricity
of 0.ססOO2 rn , with ml and In) in phase with a phase angle of 0 .785 radians, and m, and
m, in phase with a pha se ang le of 2.355 radians .
3.7.2 Numeri cal So lu lion
The so lution technique used for the numerical solution of the equations or motion was
the Ne wmark- p Method in conjunc tion with an iteration proce du re as described ea rlier
in this chapt er. The t ime ste p chosen was 0.0001 seconds. Tile constants tt alld ~
mentioned in Eq. (3. 18) were chosen as 0.25 and 0.50 respectively to give a numer ically
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stable response (Rao, 1986-b) . The total number of iterations we re chosen such that the
plotted results represented acceptable steady-state conditions.
T his method consumed large amounts of computer time , since the steady state amplitudes
for a large number of speeds were required to generate a speed versus amplitude curve
as shown in Fig. 3.5. T his figure shows the speed versus amplitude curve for 11 of
Rotor No. 1. Sufficient co mputer time must be allowed at each speed for the initial
transients to die out. l,l order to minimize this time the damping coefficient in the
structural damping matrix was increased to 0.05. Despite this high assumed damping a
typical ca lculation for the steady Slate rotor response at one speed lookj ust under 2 hours
CPU time, with a total elapsed time of approximately 4 hours. Th is time increased when
the speed selected approached the critical speed. The speed versus steady stale amplitude
cu rves for the original unbalanced condition for t ~c three rotors are shown in Appendix
D. The steady state amplitudes with the balance weights added , were calculated for the
selected balancing speeds only. These results are discussed in Section 3.7.4.
3.7.3 f:quiva!e1l1 I ineari7alinn
lnthc optimization method of linearization, one cycle o f the steady state response
o f each degree of freedom of the rotor disks were selected, at a speed near the cri tical
speed. This data became the "exact solution". There were 50 1 data points (t versus
amplitude) for each of the degrees of freedom.
The optimization problem parameters were chose n. The maximum and minimum
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• 10' N/m respectively. Starti ng values for the four st i ffn~ss value s were each selected
within these margins. If the solution failed to converge a fter 50 runs . then the procedure
wasstopped. 1be convergenc e was sens itive to the selected starting values. Table 3.2
shows the equivalent linear stiffness values calculated for each of th e rotors.
3.7.4 ~
Once the rotor equiva lent linear bearing stiffness values were determi ned , the lea st
squa res Influe nce coefficient balancing procedure was used to dete rmine the correctio n
weights. These weights were then added to the non-linear rotor system to reduce the
rotor response.
The number of rotor balancin g planes b was chosen as 3. while lhe number o f measuring
planes was selected as 6 (sec Fig . 3.3). The vertical rotor displaceme nlson ly were used
in the balancing data. Tbc rotor displacements were calc ulated using the impedance
method discussedin Sect ion 3.4 . They were calculated at the first natural fr equency for
the eq uivalcnt lincar system. which differed from the natural frequencies observed fro m
the roto r amplitude eurves for (he non-linear roto rs. From the impeda nce solution, the
complex rotor amplitudes at the selected measurement planes we re obtained for the
original unbalanced condition. Then with a trial weight added 10a ba lancing plane, three
additional sets of rotor amplitudes were found. From this data, the matrix of influence
coefficients .....ere calcu lated as per Eq. (3.32). As an example, T able 3.3 shows the
halanci ng data obtained for Rotor No.:! . Using Bq. (J .42) a set of correction weights
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Iab.l.e....l2. Eq uivalent I inem Bea ring Sti ffness
Rotor No.1 Rotor No.2 Rnlur Nu. 3
(K 'I)llol r.oooo X W 1.2121 U»OO
(1<,,), 1.0272 X 101 1.2109 1.0478
(K,l) .i<! 1.5106 X 101 1.0650 \.J 171
(Kyl)r, 1.4181 X IOJ I.OO.'iO 1.1975
SPEED 2550 3270 J2S0
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TABLE3.3 BALANCING DATA - ROTOR NO.2
BALANCING DATA · ROTOR NO.2
ORIGINAL UNBALANCci TRIAL WT. NO. I TRIAL wr. NO.2 TRIALWT. NO. 3
Plane I Kgvm I Radians Plane Kg -m I Radians Plane Kg· m Radians Plane Kg"m Radians
2 and J I .0004 I 0.785 2 .0009 I O.78S J .0009 4.113 S .0009 2.356
4 and 5 .0004 I 2.355 I
COMPLEX AMPU11JDES COMPLEX AMPLITUDES COMPLEX AMPLITUDES COMPLE X AMPLITUDES
(m) (m) (m) (m)
z" 6.29XIO-4 3.09xlO"' Z" 9.19XIO-4 ·2.90XIO-4 Z" 4.S3Xlo-' 6.99X IO' z" 9.4IX 10"' 2.99XI O'
",
1.27X I (t ) - 1.)2X IO'" ,>, 1.85X Ht ' ·5,92XIO'" ,>, 8.8 IXIo-' 1,4JXIO' ,>, 1.89Xl( t ) 6.02XI0""
z» 1.8IXIO·) -3.2SXIO'" Z" 2.63XHt J ·8. S0XIO'" Z" 1.23XIO -4 2.08XW-' Z" 2.70XIO-) 8.60XIO'"
... L 8JX Ht l -4 .45X IO" z" 2.66X IO"' · !S.66XIO" z" 1.22XIO '" 2.29XHt' z,. 2.74XI 0"' 8.72XIO-4
z~ 7.3JXH)"J -J .9IXI0' Z" 1.93XHtJ ·6.32XIO'" z» 8.70XIo-' 1.82XIO' z" I.99Xl(t J 6.JSXI0'
,., 7.2 IX10" -2.72XIO-6 Zo, 1.05XIO·' -JASXIO'"
'"
4.SSXIO·' I.I3XIO" Zo. 1.08X IO"J 3.47X IO'"
Note: Speed = 350.3 Radls
R;
which minimized the unbalance responses wereobtained. Thesecorn..xnon wcigluswere
then added to the non-linear rotors andthe rotor response was calculated. Tables .\.4 to
3.6 show the reduction in the unbalance response ncar the first cri tical spe ed and one
other higher operating speed for each of the non-linear rotors. The se results clear ly
show that one can balance the non-linear system by first finding an equivalent linear
system and then the balancing we ights for tbis linear system.
3.8~
In this chapter, the equationsof motionwere derived using the Lagrange Eqontiens and
the influence coefficient method. The set of non-liucar equ ations we re solved t1 ~ill g the
Newmark- p time marching sche me in conjunction with an iteration procedure. The
equivalent linear system was ob tained using the Opli minl)un pr inciple lIisclIsscd in
Chapter 2. The balancing weigh ts lor this linear system werechtaiucd using the least
squares influence coefficient matr ix. The pea k response values{lr the linearsyscm were
at different frequencies fromtile non-linea r system. The balancing had ttlbe doneat the
frequency which correspondedto the peak oflhc linear syste m. These weights were then
used on the non-linear system and the results obta ined were quite good. As a point (If
clarification, it should be mentioned here , that the majo rity Ill' the computer time is
consumed in finding the steady state responseof the non-line ar rotor system , andnot in
the equivalent linearization process.
6J
Iab..J.UA Roto r Respon se - R otor No J
RPM Mas' Unbalanced After First %
Sta tion Response Balancing Run Reduction
(m s 39.37) (m x 39.37)
2 0.002576 0.000139 94.6
2300 3 0.003518 0.000[53 95.6
4 0.003515 0.ססOO70 98.0
5 0.002571 0.000033 98.7
2 0,02237 0.ססOO86 99.6
2610 3 0.0320 0 0.000J67 99,5
4 0.03163 0.000279 99.1
5 0.02173 0.000247 98.9
2 0.002716 Q.(X)J471 45.8
550 0 3 0.002065 0.000955 53.7
4 O,OiJl686 0.000997 40.9
5 0.002422 0.001533 36.7
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Thb.k....l..S. Rolor Response - Rotor NQ 2
RP M M'" Unbalanced After First •Station Response Balancing Run Reduction
(m x 39.37) (m x 39.37)
2 0.002535 0.000018 99J
3000 3 0.003482 0.000037 98.9
4 0.003485 0.000105 96.9
5 0.002539 0.000120 95.3
2 0.011510 0.000205 911.2
3300 3 0.016260 0.000203 98.7
4 0.016232 0.000117 99.3
5 0.011445 O.OOOO.l-J 99.7
2 0.000964 0.000272 71.8
5000 3 0.001205 0.000149 87.6
4 0.001164 0,000106 90.9
5 0.000890 0.000243 72.7
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~ Rotor Response - RQtor N o 3
"PM Mass Unbalanced After % Afler %
Station Response First Red. Second Red.
(mx 39.37) BaI.Run Bat Run
(m x 39 .37) (m x39.37)
2 0.011150 0.001732 84.5 0.000444 96.0
3250 3 0.014063 0.002096 85. 1 0.000519 96.3
4 0.0 14400 0.002110 85 .3 0.000508 96.5
5 0.010828 0.001581 85.4 0.000361 96.7
2 0.009638 0.000324 96 .7 0.0001 17 96.6
3400 3 0.0 12455 0.000349 97.2 0.000110 99. 1
4 0.012793 O.00Cl3 19 97.5 0.ססOO85 99.3
5 0.009472 0.000208 97.8 0.ססOO32 99.7
2 0.000924 0.00019 \ 99.3 0.000116 87.4
5000 3 0.001272 0.000107 9 \.6 0.ססOO56 95.6
4 0.001285 0.ססOO22 98.3 0.ססOO 18 98.6
5 0.000981 0.000095 90.3 0.000100 90.3
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CHA PTER 4
SUM MARY OF THE WORK AND R~."MMENDAT!ONS EOR
FUTURE WORK
4.1 SY.m.m.a..!:Y.
The method of balancing of multi-disk-ro tor systems was developed in this wo rk. The
rotors were assu med to be supported on bearings with non-linear flexibility. At First ,
several systemssuchas single-degreeor multi-degree with non-lincaritics WC TI,l taken up
andcorrespondingequivalentlincar systcms werefoundusingthe optimizationpr inciples.
This task was carried out under free or forced vibration conditions. Different types of
stiffness as well as damping non-lincarl ties were also investigated. The res ults 1I1l1.~
obtained were compared with those obtained byo ther researchers, ln this way, the rlrst
contribution of this thesis is the use of the optimization principles in finding equivalent
linear systems.
In Chcpter 3, the dynamic equations of motion of thc rotor system were derived
using the Lagrange equation as well as the influence coefficient method. T he time
domain solution of the non-linear set of equations were obtained using the Newmark- P,
Method in conjunction with an iteration procedure. Thc equivalent linear system was
found using the optimization principlesdiscussedin Chapter 2. The balance weights for
the non-linear system were obtained by balancing the equivalent linear -'j stcm using 1C<ISI
squares influence coefficient method. The balancing results clearly showed the
67
effectiveness of thi s method.
4 .2 Rccommenda tions for Future Work
There are some interesting studies which shou ld be attempted in the future. These
include the following:
I . The effect of the variation of non-linear stiffness values of the bearings on the
balance weights.
2. The effect of the balancing plane loca tion on the rotor response and balan cing
weights.
3. Incl usion of the effec ts of other non-li near ro tor parameters such as non -linear
damping and seal forces in the rotor ba lancing model.
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MO DA l ANAl YSIS _ MDOESYSTF M
The linear differential equations for the free vibration of the mul1i-dc!i-Tl'L"-uf-frl'l.'lklm
system in Case No. S. Section 2.2.3.5 is given by:
[M)Ji' (tl +- [ eli( e) .. [K]x (L ) ~ Io l (A . I)
The three second order differentia l equations can be Ckfl~SM.'t1 as six firM order
differential equations:
[A]lq( cl ! +- [BJ!q(t )1 z 101
where
(A] ... [rO J INI]
(M} Ie]
I s] .. [-1M} 10 1]
101 IK]
Cl <11Iq (tlJ .. 1<1
Assuming theeigensoluuon in the form
where 0; J :z j" complex eigenvalue.
1J'J = j " complex eigenvecto r corre spondin g 10 ClJ '
from Eqs. (A.2) and (A .6) we have









Here 1])1 is the dynamic matrix, and [Id is an identity mat rix. Th e matrix [Dj is found
to be:
[D j = [ _B) -l [A]
• • :I, ) ]
[D ] " _ [Kj -l[M] _ [ K}- l [ C)
(A.9 )
(A. IO)
Fro m uqs. (A.8) and (A.7) the co mplex eigenvalues and co rrespo nding co mplex
eige nvectors for the reduced first order equations can be found.
Introducing a new slate vector IZ}, defined as
Iql t) l . ('l') lzItIJ
which can be written as:
!z( t)} = [ ll"j -1Iq(t l }
Subst ituting Eq. (A. 12) into Eq. (1\.2) and prcmult iplying by ( '1'] T we obtain:
[A Oj/i(c) } t (B']lZ ( t ) } = {oj
where [AOJ and [B' I a re diagonal matrices
[AO ) = [1p] T [A ) [ Tf]






The initial conditions in the {Z} coordi nates are found fro m Eq. (A . 12) such that:
7 4
CIO'Ilz(o) J ~ ('P} -I{q(O) } " l'l'}- I 10' lA . lf,)LeI Z., Ill'
the initial condition for the j'" mode, the solution of Eq. (A . I.') is of the form
lA.17)
Expressing the complex eigenvalue in the general form
the solution of the ill> mode can be wriuc u as
(A. I X)
Finally the solution in {x} coordi nates is determined by




DI:RIVATIQN OF SHAFT STIFfNESS MATRIX fKJ
Consider a supported beam as shown in Fig. B.1(a). In general the deflection
due to load W is given by;
(B. 1)
Using Eq. (B. [) the flexibility influence coefficients 3 ZJ.Q:::: 1,4) for the rotor in
Fig. B.I (b) can be found by applying a unit load at the location for m: . similarly
a"p (j= I ,4) can be found by applying a unit load at the location of m) and so on.














The flexibility matrix for the shaft is given by:
The shaft stiffness matrix can be found from the relationship:
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APPENDIX C
Dr.R1VATlON OF TH E EQ UA T IONS OF MO TION fOR A RO TOR
SU PPQRTF D ON NON! !NEAR BEARINGS
As d iscussed in Cbep rcr 3, the eq uations of motion for a multi-mass rotor show n
in Fig. 3.2, arc formula ted using Lagrang e Equations and the influence coefficient
method . Usi ng the Lagrange approach the system of equations are derived from
two scala r functions. kincliccncrgy, and potential energy. Applying this method ,
the eq uations of motion for the rotor example given in Fig . 3.4 arc found.
From Eq s. (3. 1) and (3.5), and using the shafl stiffness matr ix [K.J from
Appendix B, the 101011 potential energy for the rotor, Yr. is
z. " ~.
Vr " [ ( x : : Z +t l , Z ' ) dZ+[ (K::y+ t 1Byl) dy +[ (K::Z +tZl Z1) dz
'.+[ (~":y+ £ l'y) ) dy +1- [ (z z- z; l <z)- z)') (z , -z: 1 (zs-z; l ]
[
kU k" k" k"] z,-z;
)( kn kJ] kJ t kn zJ-z;
ku ku ku k n z,-z;
k~J k~ l ~. k" e, - z;
+1- [ (YJ- YJO ) (YJ-Y;) (Y.-Y;> (y , -Ys >]
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(C.l)
Expanding Eq. (Col) and using the relationship kij "" kji. the expression for the
total potential energy becomes
Z, >'1
Vr = [(K;:Z+CI8ZJ)dt.+!(K;:Y +C1IJyJ>Jy
, "
+[(K~8t.+C2BZ 3)dt. + !(K::Y+f.2By ~)dy
+iku(~ _Z;)2+k2J(t.J-t.;) (~ -t.;) +~(Z4 -z.:)(~-z.; )
+~(t.s - t.; )(~ -t.;) +tkl)(t.) -t.;)2+~(t.4 -z.;)(Z) -t.;)
+k)s(t.s-z; )(~ - t.; ) +t k44(t.4- Z; )2+k4S(Z5-Z5")(t.4-4"> I ~k5S('::S _.::; )2
+t ku (y2-y; )l +k2J(y) -y; )(Y2- y; ) +~4(y4 - y; )(Yl-y; )
+~(yS -Y;)(yl-y;) +t k))(y) _y; )2+k.14(Y4-y; )(YJ -y; )
+k)s(ys-Y;)(Y 3-y;)+~k44(y4 -y ; )+k45(yS-Y5')(Y4-y;) +kSS(Y5-y; )2
(C .2 )






+~m3(i3 -r3wsin(wt + ¢t3»1
+~ 1n4(i4-r4WSin(wt+¢tJ) 1








Having found the kinetic and potential energy exp ressions, we can introduce the
L..\grangian. defined by:
(C .S)
and the Lagrange's equations of motion, which can be
written as
.!!.( aL')_ aL'.£'i'. . Q,
dt all &if aql
i = 1.••/1
(C.6)
In Bq, (C.6) Q; represents the nonconservative forces, q; the generalized
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coordinate, and 'Itrepresents the Raylci~ i l ' s dissipation function. In this rotor
example, there is no viscous dampingand therefore dlf/dqi "" O.
Substituting Eq. (C.S) into Eq. (C.6), and eliminating zero terms, Eq. (C .b)
becomes
~(.!L) + ~ . 0dt ajj Qqj (C.7)
The rigid body mode displacements 7.; and ),;' can be eliminated from the
expressions for kinetic and potential energy by using Eq . (3.9):
Z; =ZI+1tan8=ZI +l~ Z6~ZI )=ZI(l-t)+tZ6
=alZI+aZ~
where Q,=(I-i ) az~(t)
. (z,-,,) ( I,)I,
Z3=Zt+1Jtana =Zt+I3\,L .,zl l - L" +L"~
=a]z, +a4~
where Q3 =(I-i)








and where e =~
L
lC .12)
similar expressions can be obtained for y; using Eq. (3.9).





[M] jI, . [K] Y, =1f1
"Y, (C.D)
where [M ] is a diagonal mass matrix, [K] is the overall stiffness matrix, and IPI
is the force vector. Structural damping was then added 10 the rotor mood .
lntroducing a diagonal modal damping matrix [C] :
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where in this case, WI were the eigenvalues for the rotor system excluding the
non-linear bearingstiffnessterms, 'Iwere assumed modal damping coefficients,
and mjJ were the terms from the mass matrix [M). The full structural damping
matrix [C] was found fromthe following expression:
[C] • 1~'r'[C)[~r' (C.15)
where [Ill] is the matrix of eigenvectors, again, for the rotor excluding the non-
linear bearing stiffness terms. The equations of motion for the rotor are as
follows:
+++, (C.16)
The clements of matrices [M] and [K], and force vector {F}in Eq. (C.16) are as
follows.
Elementsof Mass Malrix [M l











M l010 = IllS
M U ll = 1116
MIZIZ = 1116
Elements of the Stiffness Matrix [Kl
K I• =K~B .(a;.k.n).(2•.l;,.a l .a) .(2 ...~ .a l M S)
t(2.~.al·a,). (a:.'sJt(2"k)4.a,.as)
+(2./ss.a) . a.,).(a: .k.J+(2 • k.,.a s.a7)
t(a:.kS,)H 1Bz:~
Klz"'O.O
KU ",( -a1 · ku ) - (a) · kzJ) - (aS · y - (a, · kzs)
K I4=O.O
KI S=( -al .kn)-(a, .tn ) - (a, .k,.)-(a, .k3S)
KI6",O.O
KI7,, ( -al .y-(a,.y-(as .koeJ-(a, .k.s)
K11"O.O
KI~ :O( -a l .kz,) -(a3.'s,) -(aJ.k.J-(o, · ..I::S' )
K'IO=O.O
K, I I =(al·02·kzz)·(01·0•• 's)t(azM,·kn)·(az·as·k...,J
.(0 ,.a6 ·..I::2J t(a2· 0, .~,)t(al .a, .~,) + (aJ . at . /s,)
tea, . a6. k,J tea. tD, . /SJ . (a. *a7*kJ,)+(aJ*a•• 's,)





+(2 ~ku .0 ••0,) +(2 ~kJ.. "03~os) ..(2 '"k" .0 3~07) +
(0: ..k44)+(2 ..k4j ~as .a 7) +(a; ...kss)+(a; ~k3) - e lBy:
KI 3=0.0
K""=(-a l ~~)-(a3 ~kn)-(Oj '"ku) -(07 ..~)
K,s=O.O
K'6 =( - a l ~kn) - (a) . kn) - (as.kU ) - (a7 . K1S)
K:n=O.O
K,a=( - l21 .K",,) - (a).KJJ -(0, .K~-(a7 .k4S)
K29 "'O.O
K" 10=( -0, "k,,)-(a) ~kJj) -(as • .I:.,s) -(a 7~kss)
K2 u o.J·0
K1 11=(at'"a , .k,:J+(al·a. ~~)+(a, ..a,~~) +(02~aS·Y +
(a l ~06 .k,J +(aZ '"07"ku) +(O,"Oa.~j) +(a)"0• • kn) ...
(a) . 06.kl() +(0• • as..k:u)+(o• •a7.k),) +(a] .aB.JrJJ +
(o,s"06..k~ +(06 "a, ..K.s) +(os·aa·K4j) +(a7·aa ..Ks~)
























K4 1 1= ( -a1 *"v.) - (a4 *~) -(a6 *y-(aa *~)










K, II =( - al·ku )-(a4*" , ,) - (a6..k~-(a& *K,,)
K'll "'O.O
Kn "'O.O










X, 11=( - a1*y-(a4*k, .J-(a, *k14) - (a,*KlJ )
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K1 11" ( - QZ. A;..l -(Q~ . y - (Q, .,l...) - (Q• • k~,)
K1 U"O.O
KU"a.O








K. l o =k~,
K. II"O.O
K. 1] " (-az..~-(a~ "k3ol)-( a6 ·k ...) -{a. " k4'l)
























XIOI z "(-az -k~-(a. -kj) - (a, -k.,)-(a,-k,,>
XII 1 "(6J -~ -ku )+(oz+a]+.ln )+(ol- a.+Y +(oz+6, _k!~)+
(113 1- 0 , . I:,) +(oz.~.~) "(I1J M, +~) +(a1 - a. - kll ) +
(61+0, . k,.)+(6. - a, +k1) +(a. +0,-k l J) +( 0 , +0, +kJJ ) ..
(a, +0, - k44) +(ao+a7. k., ) +(a, .a, ...k4S) I «(I, +(JB- kn)
XIIZ=O.O
KII , =( -a1-k:u )-(a. - k1) - (a, - k2. ) - (a. - k2,)
KIl ..zO.O
KI I , =(-Ol - k,, ) - (o. -k, ,) -(a\i+k)4) -(a, - kn)
XII 0=0·0
KI 1 7" ( -oz+Y - (a..+1,. ) - (a,-k..,J-(a, - k..,)
Ku , "O.O
XI I , " ( -~ - ku ) - (a..- k,,l -(d\i...k., ) -(d. _k,,>
Ku lo"O.O
X I I I I =~+(ai+ln)+(2 -D. -Qz -.ln) +(2 -az -a6 -~.J­
(2+az_a,_y +(n: -A:nl+(2-0. -a,-kul-
(2-0. _a, -kW..(a:-144) .. (2"a, ..a, -ku)+




KIl l =(a l -a1-ku) +(aJM) . kn)+(al _a. -An) +(a1M, _k",) +
(a l -e, -Y +(a1 -a,-!:v) +(a1.a •• !:v) +(a) «a• • k3) +
(a) -a6 _k.,.)+(a. +a, .k~ " (a• • a7 . * ,, ) tea) .a . +*),) +
(a, . a6-k~+(a6 +0, ..k.,)+(a, "a, ..k.,) +(0, .ill +ks,)
K12J=O.O
Ku • "'( - OJ -kJ1) -(a. -kJ)-(o, -kz.J-( a• ..kJ, )
Kn , "O.O
Ki~ 6"( -Qz+k,,) - (a. -k)3)- (a, -y -(a • • ku )
KIl 7 "O.O
Kn , "'( - aJ +~) - (a. +~J - (a6-k+J- (0, ..k4, )
K l1 , ""O.O
Kl% 10 "'( -°1"*1,)- (0. -k") -(06 ..k.s)-(ol ..k,,)
K I2 1l =O.O
K l2 Il"K:: +(o:·ku) +(2·
10
• •oJ-kJ3) +(2-o1-o, -1cz4)+
(2 -°2 -a, -k,) t (04 .*)3)t (2 -°4-°6-*,..) t
(2*0. +a'''*u) +(a: . k..J+(2 . a6.o. -k.,).
(a:.k,,)+t;lay;
















NON-l TNEAR UNBALANCED ROTOR RESpONSF DATA
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eISO . OO Z21 SO 29S .00 361 , 50
Rpm ' 10"
SIZ 50 5t1S .0 0
U~BALANCE RE SPONS E - RO TOR NO.1
Ma s sSt a t i o n 2 - Ve r t j c a J D i sp J .
93
Qu o 0 0 222 SO 29 5 . 00 367 so
Rpm · 10-1
UNB ALANCE RESPONSE - ROT OR NO..
Mass S t ati on 3 - Ve rtical D i,p l .
9'
<:" 5000 ZU 50 2 95 . 0 0 36 1 50 51 2 , 50
Apm· l 0·'
UNBALAN CE RE SPONSE - ROT OR NO . 1
Mas s S ta tia n 4 - Ver tic a l Di spl .
95
j
295 .00 367 . 50 440 . 00 :; 12 ~O 5650 0
Rpm · 10·'
UNBALANCE RESPONS E - ROTOR NO. 1




260,00 320 .:10 380 , 00 ! ';O ,OO
Rpm·lO·'
UNBALANCE RESPONSE - ROTOR ~O .2
Mas sSt a t ian 2 - Ve r tic a j [1 i spl.
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j
"'200 . 0 0 2 60 .00 320 ."0 31!1000 ,,",0 00
Rpm · 10.1
UNBALANCE RESPONS E - ROTOR NO. 2
Mass Sta t i on 3 - Ve r t ic a l l isp l.
98
~OO .OO 32 0 .00 3eO, 00 440 . 00
Rpm· 10.1
UNB AL ANCE RESPONSE - ROTOR NO.2
Mos s S t a t i o n 4 - Ver t i cal Displ.
99
26000 3 20 .00 3M 00
Rpm· 10·'
5 0 0 00
UNBAL ANC E RESPONSE - ROTOR NO.2
Mas s Sta t io n 5 - Ve r t Lc o I Disp l.
100
<>Zoo. 00 320 .00 380 , 00
Rpm · 10"
UNBALANCE RESPONSE - ROTOR NO.3
Mass Sta t ian 2 - Vert ica l Oi sp 1.
101
320 00 3110 00
Rpm · 10·'
UN 9AL ANCE RESPON SE - ROT OR NO .3





UNBALANCE RESPONSE - ROTOR NO. 3




, - -- -




UNBAL ANCE RESPONSE - ROTOR NO . 3
Ma s sS t a t i o n 5 - Ve r ti c D I D j 5 P J.
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APPENDIXE
fORC E V E CTOR D ETAil S - IM PEPA NCE SOLUTION
In the impedance solution, the harmonic forces are represented as complex
num bers. In theca se of the rotor unbalance forces, the rotor disk forces in the z and y
direc tions a rc in the form
(E.I )
(E.2)
Expanding the terms in tqs . (E.I) and (E.2) we can show they relate (0 the
harmonic fo rce expr essions in the eq uations of motion. Eq. (E .l ) becomes
F~( eJ ~ R1(Fc,cos4tz+jFo.sin$ z ) (coswl:+js i n wtl]
" Fo c os4t2cos rut-Fo sin~:<;s i nt.lt:
" Fo:COS(!P2.+wtl • (E.3 )
Expanding Eq. (E.2) it becomes
Py(t) = R1{Fo~cos(¢l2+lf) + jFO?Sint412 +-Tl) (cost.>t.jsinw t") }
= Re{{(FOyCOSlhc os¥--Fo,sin4»2si n 32ft )+j(FOysin4l2cosT +
FO,COS tP2sin¥)}'cos wt +j Sinl.ltJ}
.. Re{l Foys i n$zl +J (-FO"cos 4l2 ) }lcoscuc+j s i n wtl
.. F o sin412cosw t+Fo cos4Jils i n w t





F.l Progra ms For SDOF Non-Linear Syste m
The following Fortran programs were used in the Case Study No.4, of Chapter
2, ForcedVibration of a Singte-Dcgree-ol-Frccdom-SystcmWilh Non-LinearDam ping.
They include a program for the numericalsolutionof the non-linear problemusing the
Runge-Kutta method, and programs for equivalent linearization using Ihe optinuzation




F. 1. 1 NUMER I CAL SOLUTION RUNGE~KUTTA METH OD -soor SYS T EM
CAS E 4 . FOR
REAL Y(2 ) , C( 24) , W(2, 9) ,X , TOL.XEND,DISP
EXT ERNA L F e Nl
I NTEGER N,IND,NW ,IER,K, P1'S




ye l l -=0.0 03B7
Y ( 2) "'0 . 0
TOLa O .OO I
I NO= 1
00 10 K=l ,JODO
XEND=FLOAT ( Xl . O. 001
CALL DVERK (N,reNI , X, 'i , XENO ,TOL,IND ,C,NW, W, lER )
IF(IND .LT.O .OR . ':!::R .GT .O ) GO T O 20
DI SP=Y( l) *10a O
WRITE (1 2. 1 0 0) X, DISP
100 FORMAT (6X , Fa. ', , ,' . 6X , F9 . 6 , , • ')





SUBROUT I NE sct n( N, X, Y, 'i PRIME)
INTEG ER N
REAL Y(N ) , VPRI ME(N) , X
REAL MM,FO, WW, AA,KK , CC , SI GN, DD,5B , FC, CHECK
SYST EM VARIABLES
MM= 45 J . 2 3
FO=44 48.2





FC= 3 26 . 0 9
CC= FO/ MM
I F(Y(2 ) . GT . , 0 0 0 0 01 ) GO TO 18
IF(Y( 2 l .r~T •• 000001) GO TO 16
I F (Y (2). EQ . , 0 0 0 001) GO TO 18
1 6 S I G N" - 1 .
GO TO 19




YPRIHE ( 1 ) - Y (2 )
EQUATION OF MOTION 2: VELOCIT V SQUARED DAMPING
¥PR I ME(2) a(CC*SI N(WW*X) )- ( S I GNI '" eMfM" )
1 t ( Y( 2)U2»-« XK j KM) ' Y( 1))
EQUATION OF MOTION 1 :V I SCOUS DAMPIN G
V~RIME(2 ) " (CC* S IN (WW * X) 1- ( ( 28 47 . 1/H MI ' Y(2 ) }
1 r !(K K / MliI * '1'(1 )
EQUATION O F MOTION 3 : DIS P .S QUAREO DAMPING
YPRIME ( 2) " (CC*SIN (WW*X}) - ( (SIGN ) '" (D O/ tiM)
1 * ( 'i ( 1 ) U 2 » - « KK / MM) * Y ( 1 ) )
EQUAT I ON OF MOTION 5: SOLID DAMPING
YPR I ME(2 ) - ( CC*S I N(WW. XI I - ( ( SrGN} '" (BB /HM)
1 "'ABS ( YCI» ) - « KK/ KHI t Y( 1 ) I
EQUA T ION O F MOT ION : COULOMB DAMPIN G
CHECK-(f'O'*SIN IWW "'XI) - ( ~K ' Y ( l »
IF ( ('i( 2) • EQ. c. 0 ) . AND. (C HECK . LT . FC . OR. CHEelC EQ . Fe) )
1 THEN
¥PRIME ( 2) - O. O
ELS E
'i PRI ME(2 ) - ( CC*S I N(WW *X) 1- ( ( S I GN) '" (Fe/KM»
1 -« XX/ MM)* '1'( 11)
END IF
EQUAT I ON OF MOTION : FREE VIBRATI ON/ COULOMB DAMP ING




F. 1 . 2 SI NGLE VARIABLE OPT I MIZAT I ON
SOPT4. FO R





DATA RMAX! 100000. /
DATA RMINI 5 0 0.,
DATA XS TRT! 1 000. ,
CALL SEEK(N , NCONS,NEQUS, NP ENAL, RMAX, RMIN , XSTRT,X , u,
1 PHI , pS r , NVIO L , W)
CALL ANSWER(U , X, PHI ,PSI , N , NooNS, NEQUS)
STOP
EN D
SUBROUT I NE UREAL(X, U)
DI MENSION T (200), X(1 ) ,X R ( 2 0 0) . X L ( 200) , UD( 2 0 0 )
REAL MA,WSQ, FO, XO,TH ETA, KK
OPEN( UN IT=12 . FILE"" EXAMPLE. OAT' , TYPE='OLD ' )
REWIND 12
NN"'1 67
DO 60 I I = I , NN
R EAD( 12 , * ) T ( II) ,XR (II )
50 FORMAT( F8. 3, F 9 . 6 )
60 CONTI NUE
CLOSE(12)
DO 65 II"'l ,NN
XR(II ) = XR(II ) * . 001
65 CONTI NUE
MA- 453 .23
WSQ- (37 .70 ) * "' 2
FO=444 8 .2
KK=1789 271.
XQ=FO/ ( « ( KK - (MA*WS Q)) **2J +( ex ( 1 ) **2) *WSQ ) ) **0 . 5)
THETA=ATAN( ( X C1) *(W SQuQ . 5 ) 1/ ( KK-(MA *WSQ» )
DO 10 0 IIs1 , NN
XL(I1) :.XO *S I N( «WSQU O. 5) *T(II) ) - THETA)
100 CONTI NU E
DO 200 JJ=l , NN
UD(JJ) = (XR{,J"J ) - XL (.J J ) I **2
200 CONTI NUE
U"'UD( l )
DO 20 5 II=l , NN
JJ=II+ l
u-u-uc ( J J )





DIMENSION X( 1) , PHI ( 1)
PHI( l) = UOOOO . - X( l )
PHI (2) " X ( 1 ) - 5 00 .
RETURN
END
SUBROUT INE EQUAL(X , PSI , NEQUSj





F . l . J DUAL VARIABL E OPT IMIZATIOM
DOPT4. FOR
DI MENS I ON X( 2 ) , XSTRT ( 2 ) , RMAX( 2 ) ,RMIN(2) , PHI (4) ,





DATA RMAX / 500000 . , 3000 0 0 0 . '
DAT,A RMI NI 500.,100000./
DhTA XSTRT/ :' ()Oa . , 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 . /
CALL S EEK(N , NCONS, NEq US , NPENAL , RMAX,RMIN I XST RT. X, U,
1 PHI, PS I,NVIOL , W)
CALL ANSWER(U ,X, P HI , PS I , N,NCONS,NEQUS)
STOP
sno
SUBROUTINE UREAL (X, U)
DI MENSION T ( 2 CO) ,X ( l) ,XR(200) ,XL(200 ) ,U O(20 0) ,
1 CHECK(200)
REAL MA, WSQ, FO, XO,THETA, FACTOR
OP EN( UNI T=l O, FILE=' EXAMPLE. OAT' , TYPE=' OLD' }
REWIND 10
NN"'167
DO 60 II=! , NN
REAO( l O, .)T( II) ,XRell)
60 CONTINUE
CLOSE (lO)
DO 65 I I"'l , NN
XR (II ) - XR (II ) *.0 01
65 CONTINU E
MA=4 5 3 . 2 3
WSQ= ( 37 .7 0 )'**2
FO=444 S .2
XO=FOj « «X (2) - (MA*WSQ» ** 2 ) +( ( X(l ) ** 2 ) "'WSQ» **0 . 5)
THETA"ATA N( ( X ( l ) * ( WSQ"'* O . 5 ») I (X (2) - ( MA*WSQ» )
DO 1 0 0 II= l ,NN
XL(II ) "XO *SI N( (WSQ ** O. 5 ) "T(II») - THET A)
10 0 CONTINUE
DO 200 J J =l,NN
UI){JJ) = ( XR ( J J ) - XL ( J J » ) ** 2
20 0 CONTINUE
U=UD(l}
DO 205 II= l, NN
JJ=I I+l




SUBROUTINE CONST (X , NCONS , PHI )
DI MENSION X(l) , P HI( l )
PHI ( 1) - 5 0 00 00 . - X(l )
PHI (:l:) =X( l) -50 0 .
PHI (3) c 3000000 . -x ( 2)
PHI (4 ) =X (2) - 1 0 00 0 0 .
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE EQUAL (X , PSI, NEQUS)





F.2 MULTI-DEGREE-OF·FREEDOM SYSTEM WITH NON-LINEAR DAMPING
The following Fortran programs were used in the Case Study No.5 , Free
Vibration of a Multi-Dcgree-of-Preedcm System With Non-Linear Damping. They
include a program for the numerical solution of the non-linear system of equation s using
the Rungc-Kutta method, and a program for the equivalent linearization using the
optimization method. In the linearization program, modal analysis is usedto solve the
system responsein the subroutine Ureal.
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F .2.1 NUMERICAL SOLUT ION - HOOF DAMPING
CASE 5 . FOR
NUMERICAL SOLUTION - RUNGE-KUTTA
REAL Y (6) , C( 24 ) ,W(6,9), X,'l'OL,XEND
EXTERNAL re m
I NTEGER N, I ND,N W,IER, K
OPEN (UNIT=16, FILE= 'OUTPUT .DAT' , TYPE=e' NEW' )
OPEN(UNIT=15 , FI LE= ' Xl .D AT' , TYP E= ' NEW' )
OPEN(UNI T=1 4,FI LE"'X2.DAT ' ,TYPE='NEW')
OP EN (UNIT=lJ , FILE=tX3 .DAT' ,TYPEc 'NEW ')
N="
NW=6









DO 10 K=l, 15 00
XEND-FLOAT (Kj *0 . 01
CALL DVERK(N,FCN1,X, Y, XEND,TOL, IND ,C,NW ,W , IER)
IF (IND.LT . O. OR. I ER . GT . O) GO TO 20
WRI TE (16, 1 00) X, Y(1) ,'( ( 3) , '( (5)
100 FORMAT(FB .4, ',' , lX, FB.4, ', I ,F8.4,' .' , F B. 4 ,' , ' )
WRI T E (lS, 110 ) X, Y ( 1)
110 FORMAT ( F8 . 4 ,' , ',lX, FB. 4, ' , / )
WRITE( 14 , 11 0 ) X, Y(3)






SUBROUTI NE FCN1 ( N, X, Y, YPRIME)
INTEG ER N
REAL Y(N), YPRIME(N),X
REAL K1 ,K2 ,K 3 , K4 ,M1,M2 , M3 ,C 1 , C2 , C3 , C4 ,CS,C6
I NPUT SYSTEM VARIABLES
SYSTEM HAS THE FOLLOWING NON LINEAR DAMPING FORCES
C1 , C2 , C3 - VELOCITY SQUARED DAMPING
DAMPING FORCE=(S IGN OX/DT) "'C'" (DX/OT) """2
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C4, CS - DISPLACEMENT SQUARE D DAMPING
DAMPING F ORCE= (S I GN OX/ DT ) *e. (x . *z)
C6 - COULOMB DAMPING
DAMPING FORCE=(SIGN DX/ DT)*( NORMAL FORCE)
Kl =17 8 900 0.
K2= 140 00 0 0 .
KJ ""l OOOOOO.




Cl=45 0 00 .
C Z= Z7 0 0 0.
C3 = SS OOO.
C4 "'9000000 .
C 5 = 60 0 0 0 0 0 .
C6=O.O
IF (Y ( 2 ) .GT • • OOOOOl ) GO TO 30
I F ( Y ( 2 ) . LT • • OOOOOl ) GO TO 2 5
I F ( Y ( 2) .EQ•• OOOOOl) GO TO 30
25 5 1GN1" - 1 .0
GO TO 35
30 S I GNl"'l .O
3 5 CONTINUE
IF (Y( 4) . GT• • OOOOOl ) GO TO 5 0
IF(Y(4) . LT • • OOOOOl)GO TO 4 0
I F(Y ( 4) . EQ• • aOOOOl)GO TO 50
4 0 S I GN2--1.0
GO TO 5 5
50 S I GNZ= ! . o
55 CONT INUE
IF (Y ( 6) . CT • • OOOOOl) GO TO 70
IF ( 'i ( 6 ) . LT• • OOOOOl ) GO TO 6 0
IF ( Y( 6 ) . EQ • • OOOOOl)GO TO 70
60 S I GNJ"' -1. 0
GO TO 75
70 S IG N3 "' l.O
75 CONTI NUE
YPRIME (1 ) =Y(2)
YPRIME ( 2 ) -' « ( - 1) " (K1+K2 )) IM l) *1' (1 ) )+( (K 2 /Ml )
1 *y (3) ) - ( {CI / Ml ) *SIGN1* (1' ( 2) ** 2) ) - ( (C2 /M1 ) *SIGNl
1 * ( Y(2 ) ** 2 ») +( ( C2 /M1 ) *SIGN2 * ( Y (4 ) ** 2 ) ) - ( (CS/Ml) * SIG N1
1 * ( Y ( 1 ) **2) + ( (C5 /M 1 ) *SIG N3* (Y ( S) ** 2 ) )
YPRI ME(J ) "Y ( 4)
YPRIME ( 4) =( (K 2 / M2) *y (1 ) ) - ( ( (K2+ K3) 1M2 ) *y (3 ) )
1 +( (K3/M2) *y( 5» + ( ( C2 / M2 ) *SIGN1* ( Y (2 ) ** 2 »
1 - «(C2 / M2 ) *SI GN2*(1' ( 4 )** 2 » - ( C3 /M2 ) *SIGN2
1 * (Y ( 4) ** 2» - «C6/M2) *SIGN2 ) + ( (C3 /M2) *SIGN3* (1'(6) ** 2 )
YPRIME(5) =Y(6)
1'PRI ME ( 6 ) =( (K 3 / M3) *\' (3 ») - t ((K3+K4) 1M3) *Y( S) + ( (C5
11M3) * SIG Nl* ( 1' ( 1) ** 2 ) ) + ( (C 3 / M3 ) *SIGl't2* (1' (4 ) **2 ) ) - ( (C
1 31M3) *SIGN3* (Y (6) ** 2 » - ( (C 4 / M3 ) * SIGN3* (1' ( S) **2 ) )
11 6
1 - ((C5/H3 ) *SICNJ* (Y(S ) ••2»
RETURN
END
F. 2 . 2 OPT IMIZATION P ROGRAM - HOOF
OPTS . FOR
FREE VIB RATION OF A KULT I-DEGR£E-oF- FREEDOM SYST EM
WITH NON- LINEAR DAMPIN G
DIMENS I ONX( S ) , XSTRT(5 ) , RMAX(S ) , RHI NeS ) , PHI (1 2).





DATA RMAX! SOOOOOO. 0,500000 0 .0 , 5 00000 0 .0.5000000 . 0 ,
1 5000000 .01
DATA RMIN/ l., 1.,1. ,1. ,1./
DATA XSTRT /5 000 • • 3000 . ,650 0.,4500 . ,2649 ./
CALL DAVID (N,NCONS ,NEQUS , NP ENAL , RMAX,RMIN,
1 XSTRT , X,U, PHI ,PSI,NVIOL , W)
CALL ANSWER(U, X, PHI. PS I, N. NCONS.NEQUS )
STOP
END
S UBROUTIN E UREAL (X ,U)
DIMENSION XCI)
n IMENS IONXH(J , J I , XST IF(3 . 3) , XD (3 , J) , 0 ( 6, 6 ) , XS IN Vp . J)
DIMENS ION 0 3(3, 3 ), 0 4(3, 3 ) , A(J , l ) ,cP r 3 ) ,R ( l , J ) , WK( l OOO)
DIMENSION WGK(lOOO) , EVR(6) , EVI (6) .ZVR ( 6 , 6 ) , ZVI(6 ,6 )
DIMENSION RZIN(6 , 6 ) , CZI N( 6 , 6 ) , XORG( 6 , 1) ,ZOR(6 ) , ZOI (6)
DIMENSI ON T( 350 1 , CKR ( 6 ,6 ) , CKI (6 , 6)
DIMENSIO N EX(6) , XXR ( 2 00 , 6 ) , XXI ( 2 0 0, 6 )
DI MENS I ON TIME(200) , UD( 200 ) ,XNUM1(200 ) , XNUH2 (200) ,
1 XNUM3( 200 )
REAL H1,H2 ,HJ, C1 ,C 2 , C3 , C4 , C5 , C6 ,Kl ,K2, K3,K4 , TT, I NCR
COMPLEX H( 6, 6 ) , EV( 6 ), ZV( 6 , 6) , ZIN V( 6,6) ,ZO ( 6 , l)
COMPLEX Z( 200 , 6 ) ,TRI G( 200, 6) ,5
COMPLEx EXX( 6) , ZZ(6,1) ,X XX(6, 1 ) ,XX ( 200 , 6) ,XOO ( 200 , 6)
COMPLEx CK(6 ,6)
INPUT NUMERICAL SOLUTION
OPEN(UN I T-IO, FILE-' EXAMPLE. OAT' , TYPE- ' OLD' )
REWIND 10
DATA=40
DO 5 II- I, DATA




I NPUT THE INITIAL CONDITIONS
XQRG( l , l l - O.O
XORG(2,l ) .O. O
XORG(3 , l l -O . O
XORG(4, 1) "O.020
XORG(S,I) -C .O lS
XORG(6,1) -0.015
c
C INPUT DATA FOR XM-MASS MATRIX,XS-STIFFNESS MATRIX




















X"(3 ,l ) - O. O
X" (3, 2 ) "'0 . 0
XH (3 . 3)-M3
XST I F( l , l ) -Kl+K2
XSTIF(l,2) "' - K2
XST I F ( l ,J) -O . O
XST IF (2 , l ) - - K2
XST I F ( 2 , 2 ) -K2+ K3
XST IF ( 2, J ) - - KJ
XSTl f(J ,l ) -O .O
XSTIF(J. 2) .. - X3
XSTIF(3, 3) ..1(3+K4




XO(2 , 2 ) - C2+ Cl+C6
XD(l ,3)=-CJ
XD(3 , l ) = - C5






CALL LIN V2 F (XSTI F , N, 111.,XSINV , IDGT, WK, I ER)
DO 20 I =I,N
DO 20 J = 1 ,N
20 XSINV(I ,J)=- l.O*XS INV ( I, J)
M-3
L=3
CALL RGMPRD(XS I NV,XM,D J ,N,M,L)
CALL RGMPRD{XS INV ,XD ,D 4 ,N, M,L)
DYNAMIC MA'i"RIX IS CALCULATED
NN=2 * N
DO 20 0 I=l ,ml
DO 200 J =1 , NN
200 O(I , J)=O .O
MMM=N
DO 210 1=1,N
DO 2 10 3 = I , N
J J =J+MMM
I I - I +MMM
D( II,J)=O .O
D( II,J)=DJ (1,3)
2 10 D( II , JJ ) =04 (I ,J)
DO 220 I = l, N
II=I +N
22 0 D( I, II) "'l.O
C
C CALCULATE THE EIGENVALUES AND EIG ENVECTORS
C
DO 240 I =l , NN
DO 240 J = 1,NN
2 40 H( I,J)=CMPLX (O(I , J) ,0 .0)
CALL EIGCC(H ,NN , NN , 2 , EV ,ZV ,NN ,WGK, I ER)
S=CMPLX(l. 0,0.0)
DO 250 1=1 , NN
25 0 EV(I) ""S/EV(I)
DO 255 1=1, NN
EVR (I)=REAL(EV(I) )
EVI (1) =AlMAG( EV ( I »
25 5 CONTINUE
C
CALL CINV (Z V, ZINV ,6)
OBTA IN THE I NITIAL CONDI TIONS IN THE NEW STATE
VARIABLE
DO 3 66 1=1, NN
XOO (I , 1 ) lSCMPLX (XORG(I , 1 ), 0 . 0 )
119
366 CONTINUE
CALL COMPH(ZINV ,X OO,ZO ,6,6, 1)
F IND THE RESPONSE OF THE SYSTEM
INCR =O.Ol
TT"TSTART
DO 5 5 0 II=!, DATA
DO 5 55 I = l , NN
TeU )=TT




DO 610 II=!, DATA
DO 580 1= 1, NN
EX(I ) =E XP(EVR (I ) *T (II»
EXX(I)""CMPLX(EX(I) ,0 .0)
Z(II ,I) =TRIGOI, I) "'EXXeI) - ecrr . 1 )
ZZ(I , l)=Z(II ,I )
sa0 CONTIN UE
CALL COMPM(ZV,ZZ ,XXX,6 ,6 , 1)
DO 600 1= 1 , NN
600 XX(II, I) -XXX( I ,l)
610 CONTINUE
DO 650 11 =1 , DATA
DO 650 I = l , NN
XXR(II, r)=REAL(XX(II,I»
XXI (II, I ) =AI MAG ( XX(II , X»
6 5 0 CONTINUE
C
C CALCULATE THE VALUE OF THE OPTIMIZATION FUNCTION U
C
DO 70 0 II= l , DATA
UD (II) ""( (XNUMl (II ) -XXR(II, 4» " 2 ) + ( (XNUM2(II)
1 - XXR( II , 5 » "'*2)+( (XNUM3( II) - XXR ( II, 6)) * * 2 )
700 CONTINUE
UU=UD(l)
DO 705 II=l ,DATA
J J' = II+l
UU=UU+UD(JJ)




SUBROUTINE CONST ex,NCONS, PHI)
DIMENSION XC!) , PHI ( l )
PHI ( 1) "5000000. - x ( 1)
PHI(2) =X(l) -l.O
PHI (3) =50000 00 . - x ( 2)
PHI(4)=X(2) -l.O
PHI ( 5) - 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . - X( 3)
P HI ( 6) - X( 3 ) -1 . 0
PHI (7 ) -5000000. -X (4)
PHI ( 8 ) -X( 4 ) -1 .
P HI (9 ) - 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . - X ( 5)
PHI( 10) -X(5) - l.
RETURN
END
SUBROUTI NE EQUAL(X . PS I , NEQUS)
DIMENSION X( l) , PS I ( l )
RET URN
END
SUBROUTINE RGMPRD(A, C ,R,N,M, L)
REAL A ( l) .crn ,R(1 )
IR =O
IK- -M
00 13 K- l, L
IK ""IK+M





DO 1 3 1- 1 , "
J I-.JI+N
I C""I C+1
13 R (IR) - R( I R) +A(JI ) *C ( I C)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTI NE COHPM(A,C ,R ,N.M ,L)
COMPLEX A( l ) , C( l ) , R( I )
I R" O
IK=- H
DO 1 3 K- l , L
I K" IK +M
DO 13 J -l , N




00 13 I - I , M
JI- J I +N
I C- I C+1
13 R (IR ) - R(I R) +A(J Il *C (IC )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTI NE CI NV(H,HINVS, N)
COMP LE X H(6 ,6 1 , HIN VS ( 6 , 6 ) ,A ( 6. 61 , B ( 6, 6) , SUH
12 0
CALL CS UBN(H,A, NI
N"1 -N - 1
DO 40 I :=1, N"1
S UM-O
DO 41 K- 1 ,"
4 1 SUM " SUM+A(K, K)
SUM-SUM / I
DO 42 J "1 , N
42 A (J , J )=A(J ,J)-SUM
IF(I.EQ .N M1) CALL C5~r:.N(A, HINVS ,N)
CALL CMPLY(H,A ,B ,N)
40 CALL CSUBNCB,A ,N)
DO 43 1 =1 ,"
DO 43 J -1,N
4 3 HINVS ( I , J) -H INVS( I , J} IA( I , I)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTI NE CHPL YIA , B ,C ,N)
COMPLEX A( 6, 6 } ,B( ,; , 6 ) ,C ( 6 , 6 )
DO 40 I - 1 ,N
DO 40 J=1 , N
C( I,J) = O
DO 40 K:=l , N
40 C(I,J )o=C(I ,J) +A(I ,K) * B(K, J )
RETURN
END
SUBROUT I NE CSUBN(A, B , N)
COMPLEX A( 6,6) , B( 6 , 6 )
DO 40 I=1 ,N
DO 40 J "'1 ,N





F.3 FLEXIBLE ROTOR SUPPORTED ON BEARINGS WITH NON-LINEAR
FLEXIBILIT Y
The following Fort ran programs were used in the balancing of the rotors studied
in Chapter 3. T he first program, NUM6 ,FOR. calcu lates the response cor the non-linear
rotor system eq uations of motion , using the Ncwmark- ~ Mclh()(li~ conjunction with an
iteration procedure . The program OJYfI2 .r:OR finds the equivalent linear bearing
stiffness coefficients using the optimization principles, while the program BAL7.H)R
calculates the balance weights for the equivalent linear rotor system.
123
F.) .l NUMERI I..:AL SOLUT ION - NON-LI NEAR ROTOR SYSTEM
NUM6 .FOR
CALCULATES T HE RESPONSE OF A HOOF NON-L INEAR ROTOR
SYSTEM USING AN I T ERATION MET HOD I N COnJUNCTION
WI TH THE NEWMARK METHOD
REAL M3 ,M 4 ,PI
REAL THETA2 , THETA), THETA4 , THETAS, EC2, sea. EC4 , EC5
REAL RPM, W,DW
REAL M(1 2, 12) , C ( 12 , 1 2 ) ,K(12 , 12) , MI NV( 1 2 , 1 2 )
REAL ZI (t2) ,Z DIrI2) , ZODI (1 2 )
REAL T ,F (12 ) ,Fret2)
REAL Z ( 12) , ZD(12) , ZDD( 12) ,AMP( 12)
REAL MM(12 , 1 2 ) . ccr ra , 12) , 0 0 ( 1 2 , 1 2 ) , GG(1 2, 1 2 ) , 5(11, 12 )
REAL Vl ( 12) , V2 (1 2), WI ( 12) ,W2 (1 2 ) ,W3 (12) ,W4 (12) ,115 ( 12)
REAL ALPHA, BETA, CELT . TSTART, CONSTl , CONST2
REAL ZA( 12) , ZAI ( 1 2) ,DIFF (12)
REAL EB1, E52, TOL, KLINt .xr.rea, KLINJ , KLIN4
REAL MBl l, MB2 1 ,MB3 1 ,MB12,MB22, MB32
REAL [CCI I , Ece21, ECCJl ,ECC12 ,ECC22 , ECCJ2
REAL BETAll,BETA21,BETA3 1 , BETA12 ,BE TA22 , BETA3 2
COMPLEX GGC( 12 ,12) , GGCI ( 1 2 , 1 2 )
OPE N( UNIT" 16 , F I LE-' STIFF. OAT' ,TYPE""OLo')
OPEN ( UNIT=14 , FILE= 'DAMP.DAT ' , TYP E= ' OLD ' )
OPE N( UNIT=12, FILE=' MASS. OAT' , T'iPE='OLo' )
OPEN (UNIT- IO , FILE- ' OAT. OAT' ,TY PE .. ' NEW' )






EB2= 1 . 0e14
U=< 12
DO 3 I =l ,N
DO 3 J =l ,N
READ (16,*) K(I ,J)
READ( 14 , *)C( I ,J)




REWIN D 1 2
PI=3 .14 159
THETA2 ctO. 78 5
THETA3=O .785












3 9 WRI TE(lO, . ) " 11 , 1 ) ,"(1,2) ,M(I, J} , " ( 1 ,4 ) , M( I ,5) ,H( I , 6 )
1 , M(I , 7 ) ,M( I ,8) ,M( I,91 .M(I, 101 , M(I,ll) , H( I , 1 2 )
DO 3 8 1 - 1, 1 2
3 8 WRITE ( lO , * ) K ( I, I ) • K(I . 2) • KCI. 3 ) • Kel , 4 ) • K( 1 , 5 ) ,K (1 ,6)
1 , K(I, 7 ) , KCI ,B ) , K( I, 9 I, K(I,1 0 ) , R et ,U ) , K( I , 1 2 )
KLI Nl"'K(l, l)
KLIN2 = K ( 2 , 2)
KLINJ- K (ll , l1)
KL IN4-K ( 12 ,12)
DO 37 1-1 , 1 2
37 WRITE (lO, . ) C (I , 1 ) ,CCI , 2 ) , C ( I , J) ,CCI . 4) ,CCI , 5) .c rr , 6)
1 , CeI , 7) ,C(I,S) , C (I , 9 l, C ( I, 10 ) ,CeI,I I) ,CCI, 1 2 )
RPM= 61 60
W-(RPH*C2.0 *PI) /60 . 0
WRITE ( lO , * )w
INPUT I NI TIALS CONDIT IONS
TSTART-O .O
T=TSTART








CALL L I NOS ( N, M, N,M I NV, N)
I NITIAL UNBALANCE FORCES AND
BALANCE WEI GHT FORCE COMPONENTS
M811 - 0 . 01 8 00 "'0 .0
MB21 - 0. 0 21 8 0 "'0 .0
MB3l - 0 . 25285"'0 .0
MBI2" 0 . 0
MB22""0 .0
MB32= 0 . 0
ECCll- 0 .15 2"' 0 . 0
ECC2 1- 0 . 1 5 2"' 0 . O
ECC3lcO . 152"'0 .O
ECC12 - 0 . 0
ECC2 2 = O. O
sccaa- o.u
8 £T1'.11 ""- 2 . 8 5 1659*0 .0
HETA2 1 = -1 . 5 93565*0.0
BETA3 1 = - O. 7 8 8 303 *0 . 0
BETA1 2= O.O
BETA2 2 =O. O
BETA3 2 =O . O
FI ( l ) =O . O
FI(2 ) "' O. O
FI ( 3) =Q .O+ (MBl l * ECCll*(W* * 2) . COS ( (WitT ) +BE TAll )) +
1 (M2"'EC2 *( W'** 2) . COS ( (W*T) +THETA2)
1 + ( MB1 2 *E CC1 2 * (14* *2 ) "'COS « W* T) +B ETA1 2 ) )
FI (4 ) =O . O+ (MBl1 * ECCll* (14** 2 ) . s i n ( (W*T ) +B ETAll» +
1 (M2*EC 2* (W* *2 ) "'SIN e (W*T) +THETA2 ))
1 + (M812 *ECC12 * (W* *2 ) . SIN « W*T) +BETA12) )
FI (5 ) =MJ *EC3 * (14** 2 ) *COS ((W *T) +T HETA3 )
FI (6 )=M3*EC 3 * (14* *2 ) *sin( (W*T) +T HETA3 )
FI(7J = M4*EC 4 * (14**2) . COS ( (W*T)+THETA4)
1 + ( MB2 1 "'ECC2 1 '" (14** 2) . COS «W* T) + BETA21) )
1 + (MJ 2 2 "'ECC22 * (14** 2 ) . COSe ( W*T)+BETA22»
F I (8) = M4*EC4 * (14* *2 ) "'s i n( (W*T )+THEta4)
1 + ( MB2 1 * ECC21 * ( W"'* 2 )*SI N«W "T ) +B ETA2 1) )
1 + (M82 2 " ECC2 2* (W"'* 2 ) *SIN ( (W* T) +BETA2 2) )
FI (9} = O. O+ ( MBJ l "' ECC31 " ( W"'*2 ) -cos ( (I\I"'T) + BETAJ1») +
1 ( M5* ECS "'( W*"' 2) *eas (( W*T)+T HETA5)
1 + ( MBJ 2 * ECCJ 2* ( W"'*2) IIr COS ( (W* T) +8ET1.32 ) )
FI (10) =0 . 0 + ( MB31 *ECC3 1 "'( W"'* 2) * s i n ( (W*T ) +8 ETA31» +
1 (M5*EC SIIr (W* * 2 ) *SIN ( (W*T) +THETA5) )
1 +(MB3 2 *ECC32 '" (W* "'2) IIrSIN( ( W*T ) +BETA32 »
F I {ll ) = O.O
FI (12) '"'0.0
CALL MRRRR ( N ,N , MINV,N , N, l , Fr,N ,N, l , ZOOI , N)
DO 11 I= l , N
ZDD(I ) ""ZDDI (I )
11 CONTINU E
c
C I NPUT START I NG VALUES FOR ASSUMED DI S P LACEMENTS
C
Z/l.I(1 )=2.0E-07
ZA1 (2 )=-1. 0 E-06
ZA1 ( 3 )=1 .5E - 06
ZA1 ( 4) =1 . OE-06
ZA1(5)=7 .0E- 0 7
ZAI ( 6) =2 . OE-06
Z/l.I(7) " -7 . 0 E-08
ZAI ( 8) =2. OE- 07
Z/l.I ( 9) =1. OE - 06
Z/l.I( 10) =1.5E-06
ZAI ( 11)=- 1. OE- 06
Z/l.I( 12 ) =2 .0E- 0 7
1 25
I T ER'"'20 000
STEP=O
DO 100 1 - 1 , ITER
ST EP""ST EP+ l
T- T+DELT
CALCULATE FORCE VECTOR AT r - T+DELT
F(l ) -O .O
F( 2 ) ""0 .0
F( 3 1=0 . O+(HBU*ECCll*CWUZ) flCOS ( (W*T ) +B ETAll» +
1 (H Z*EC 2 * (W• • 2) -cos r (W*T ) +THETA2 »
1 +( MBI Z* ECC12 * ( WU 2 ) -cos r (W*T) +BETA 12»
F(4)-0. O+ (HBll lllECCll * (WUZ) *s i n ( ( WilT) +BETAll ) 'i-
I (Ml*ECZ * (WU 2 ) . S I N e ( W*T)+THETA2 »
1 +(HB 1 2 * ECC12 * (WUZ ) . S I Ne (W"'TI +BETA 12»
F ( S) =H 3 * EC3* (w u2) -co s t ( W.T ) +THETAJ)
F(6)"'M:"* EC3 *C W· *2) *sin ( (W*T ) +THETA] )
F (7 )=M4 *E C4 * (W* *2) flCOS ( ( W*T) i THETA4 )
1 +( MB2 1 *E CC2 1 * ( WU 2 ) - cos j ( W*T}+ 8ETA 21 ) l
1 + (MB2Z * ECC2 Z* (W**2) -cos r (W*T) +BETA22l l
F ( 8 ) =M4 . EC~" ( W. *2 ) *s1n( ( W*T) +TH Eta4 j
1 ... ( M8 2 1 "' ECC21 * (WHZ ) .SI Ne ( W*T) + S ETA2 l »
1 +( MB2 2 * ECC2 2 * ( wuZ) . SI N( ( W*T) +BE TA22 )
F(9) - O. O+( MBJl * ECCJl * ( W*"'Z ) *COS ((W*T) + BETAJl)) +
1 (MS*EC5 * ( W**2) *COS ( (W*T ) +TH ETAS ) )
1 + ( MB3 2 * ECC32 * ( w**Z ) * COS ( ( W*T) +BET A3 2 ) )
F( 1 0 ) »o • 0+(MB3 1 *£ CC3 1 * ( W**2 ) *s in «( W*T ) +BlIT A3 1» +
1 (MS * EC5 * (W** 2) * SIN ( (W*T ) +THETAS) )
1 + (MB32 * ECC3 2 * (W** 2 ) * S IN ( (W*T)+BETA32»
F (ll ) =O . O
F ( lZ )-O.O




ZA( l lgZAI (l)
ZA(2) =Z AI (Z)
ZA(3) =ZA l(3)
ZA(4)=ZAI( 4)
ZA( 5 )= ZAI ( 5)
ZA( 6 ) = ZAI( 6 )
ZA(7 )"" ZAI(7)
ZA (8)-ZAI ( 8 )
ZA (9) = ZAI ( 9 )
ZA ( lO ) = ZAI ( 10)
ZA (ll ) ""ZAl ( ll )
ZA( 12 )=ZAI(12 )
126
127
CALCULATE THE NON-LI NEAR TERMS OF [ K ]
K(l , 1) =KLINl+( EBl * (ABS(ZA( l» ** 2 »
K(:',2) =KLIN2+(EB l * ( ASS eZI.(2l 1 '** 2 »
Kell , 1l ) <:KLI N3+( EB2* (ABS (ZA( ll ») ** 2 »
K( 12 , 12)=KLIN4+(EB2 * (ABS(ZA( 12» ** 2 ) 1
CALCULA TE RESPONSE
COUSTI=l . 0/ ( ALP HA*(DELT * *2 »
CONST2 "SETA/ (ALPHA*OELT)
DO 4 0 KK= l ,N
DO 4 0 3 "'1 , N
MM(KK , J ) =CONST l * MeKK, J )
CC (KR, J) =CONST2 *C (KK,J)
40 CONTINUE
00 4 1 KR=l,N
DO 4 1 J=l ,N
DO( KK,J)=MM(KK ,J) +CC(KK ,J)
4 1 CONTI NUE
DO 4 2 KK=l,N
DO 4 2 J=1,N
GG( KK ,J) =OD(KK , J) +K ( KK , J )
42 CONTI NUE
DO 4 4 KK= l , N
DO 44 J =1,N
GGC( KK,J)=CMPLX ( GG (KK, J ) ,0 . 0)
44 CONT INUE
CALL LINCG( N,G GC , N, GGCI , N)
DO 45 KK= l, N
DO 4 5 J =I , N
S(KK,J ) .REAL(GGCI (KK,J»
45 CONTINUE
00 SO KK=l,N
VI (I<K) = ( 1. 0/ (ALPHA'" (DELT**2) ) ) * ZI (KK) ) + ( ( 1 .0/
1 ( AL PH A* O ELT » * ZD I ( KK») + « ( ( 1. 0/ ( 2 . O*A LPHA) ) - 1. 0) *
1 ZDDl(KK)
V2 (RR) = ( ( BETA/ (ALPHA*OELT)) * ZI (KR ») +( « BETA/ ALPHA)
1 - 1. 0) * ZOI (KK) ) + ( ( ( BETA/ ALPHA) - 2 . 0 ) * ( P ELT /2.0)
1 * ZDDI (KR » )
50 CONTI NUE
CALL MRRRR(N,N,M ,N , N, 1 , Vl , N,N , I ,WI, N)
CALL MRRRR( N,N ,C,N,N, 1, V2 ,N , N , I , W2, N)
DO 6 0 KK= I , N
W3(KK)=F( KR)+WI (KK)
W4 ( KR ) =W3 (KK) +W2 (KK)
6 0 CONTINUE
CALL MRRRR(N, N, S ,N,N ,l,W4,N,N , 1, W5 , N)
00 7 0 KK= l,N
Z ( RR ) =W5 (KK)
AMP( KK) =Z (KK) * ( 1000 .0 /25 .4 )
70 CONTINUE
CHECK ASSUMED VALU ES VS . THE CALCULATED VAL UE
DlFFCI ) = ( Z (l ) -ZA (1» / Z ( 1 )
I F {ABS (DIFF (l» . GT. TQL ) GO TO 250
DI FF ( 2) - ( Z( 2 ) -Z A( 2 » I Z(2)
IF( ABS (DIFF ( 2 » . CT. TOL ) GD TO 250
DIFF ( 3) '" (Z (3) - ZA (3 ) ) / Z p)
I F (ABS( DIFF (J) I . GT . TOL) GD TO 2 50
DlFFe 4) = (Z ( 4) - ZA (4» / Z ( 4)
IF(ABS (DIFF( 4 » .GT . TOL ) GO TO 2 5 0
DIFF ( S) - ( Z ( 5 ) - ZA (5 » / Z ( 5 )
I F (ABS (DI FF ( 5 ) I . GT .T OL) GO TO 250
DIFF( 6) - (Z ( 6 ) - ZA (6 » /Z (6)
I F( ABS (DIFF ( 6» • CT . TOL)GD TO 25 0
DIFr(7 ) '" (Z (7) - ZA ( 7 » /Z (71
I F(ABS( DI Fr(7» • CT . TOLl GD TO 25 0
DIFF (8 ) ""(Z (8) - ZA CS ) lIZ (8)
IF(ABS(DIFF(B» .GT .TOL) GO TO 250
DIFF (9 ) ""(Z (9) - ZA ( 9 » /Z (9)
IF (A8S(DIFF(9 ) .CT .TOLleD TO 250
DIFF(lO)= ( Z(lO) - ZA( I O» / Z( 1 0 )
IF( ABS(DIFF (lO» .CT.TOL)GD TO 2 50
DIFF ( 11) = (Z (11) -ZA(ll) ) / Z ( 11 )
IF(ABS( OIFF ( ll» .CT.TOL)GO TO 2 50
DIFF ( 12)"" (Z (12) - ZA( 12) ) / Z (1 2 )
IF(ABS( DIFF (12 )) . GT. TOL ) GO TO 250
IF (ST EP. LT . 19500 )GO TO 71
72 CONTINUE
WRITE ( 10, 73 ) T , AMP (1) ,AMP( 2),AMP(3) , AMP ( 4 ) , AMP ( 5 )
1 , AMP( 6 ) , AMP P ) , AMP(8) , AMP ( 9 ) , AMP( 1 0 ) , AMP ( 11) ,
1 AMP( 12)
7J FORHAT( 13F8 .4)
71 CONTINUE
DO 3 0 J=1, N
ZDD(J):=( ( 1 .0/ (AL PHA* (DE LT** 2)) * ( Z (J)-Zl (J))
1 - « 1.0/ ( ALP HA*OELT » ) * ZOI (J ) )
1 - « (1.0 / ( 2 . O*ALPHA) - 1. 0 ) *Z OOl t J»)
ZO(J ) - ZOI (J) +( (1 . O-BETA) *DELT "'ZDOI (J» )
1 + ( BETA* OELT"'ZOO ( J » )
30 CONTIN UE
DO 28 0 II- l , N
ZI ( II ) = Z (II)
ZOI ( II )-ZO( II)
ZODI ( II )=ZOO(I I )
28 0 CONTI NUE
GO TO 2 7 0
250 CONTINUE
DO 260 KKal ,N





DO 2 100 KK~l ,N
2 1 00 ZAI eKK) =Z (KR)






F .3. 2 OPTIMI ZATION PROGRAM - NON- LIN E.\ R ROTOR SY STE M
C OPT I Z .FOR
C THI S PROGRAM USES AN OPTIMIZA T I ON ROUTIN E TO FIND TilE
C EQUIV ALENT LIN EAR STIFNESS VALUES FOR A MOOF SYSTEM
C WITH FORCED VIBRA TIO N
C
C 12 OOF SYST EM - ROTOR PROBLEM -
C
DI MENSI ON X{4) ,X S TRT( 4) ,RMAX( 4) ,RMIN ( 4 ) , P HI (8),





DATA MAX/S.OEa? , 5 .0E07 ,5.0E07 ,5 . OEQ?I
DATA RMI N/ l . OED? , 1. OED? , 1 . OEO? , 1 . OED? /
DATA XSTRT/l.DE07 ,1.5 10625E07 ,
1 1 .0271875 E07 ,1 . 4 18125E07/
CALL SEEK ( N, NCONS , NEQUS . NPENAL, RMAX,RMIN, XSTRT , X, U,
i PHI , PSI , NVIOL , W)




SUBROUTI NE UREAL (X,U)
DI MENSIO N X( 1)
REAL M(n , 12 ) , K ( 1 2 , 12 ) ,K I NV(12, 1 2 ) , 0 ( 1 2,1 2 )
REAL Hl , M2,M3, M4 ,M5, M6
REAL K22 , K23 ,K24 , K25, KJ2,K33 , K34 ,K35
REAL K42, K43,K44 ,K 4 5, K5 2 , K5 3 , K54 ,K55
REAL INERTIA,EE , PI ,DIA,ZETA
REAL KZZ1,KYYl, KZZ2,KYY2
REAL RPM1 , RPM2, WMIN , WMAX, W,
REAL F5,FS, F7,F8,f55 ,f66 ,f77, f88
REAL 11.1,11.2,11.3, 11.4, 1>.5,1>.6,11.7, 1'.8, L, L2 , L3 ,CONST 1,
1 11.22,11.23,11.24,11.25
REAL 11.32, 11.33 , 11.3 4 ,A 35,A42,A4 3 ,A4 4 , 11.4 5, 11.52 ,A53,
1 A54 ,A 55 ,L4 , LS
REAL A{4 , 4 ) , KS ( 4 , 4 )
REAL EVR( 12),CC( 12,12) ,C CCC( 12 , 12)
REAL 55( 12) ,PHASE ( 12 } ,FR(12) , FI ( 1 2 }
REAL THETA2 , THETA3 , ALPHA1, ALPHA2, TTT , THETA4 , THETAS
REAL EC2, ECJ, EC4, EC5 , CONYERS
COMPLEX DO( 1 2 , 1 2 ) , EV( 1 2 ) , ZV(12, 12), VV(J, 1 2 )
COMPLEX CCC ( 12 , 1 2 ) , ZVI (12 , 12) , ZVT(12, 12 ) , ZVTI (12 , 12),
COMPLEX OAMP ( 12 , 12 ), PP (12 ,12) ,C HECK(4 ,4 ) ,CK( 12 , 1 2 }
COMPLEX Z(12 , 12 ) , ZINVS (12, 12) ,F(12) ,A MP( 12)
COMPLEX FACTOR1 , FACTOR2, FACTOR) , FACTOR4, n u mbe r
1 31
COMPLEX FACTORS . f ACTOR6 , FACTOR? ,FACTORS , FACTOR9,
COMPLEX FACTORIO , FACTOR l l , FACTOR12
INTEGER N,IND , NW,I ER,KK
DI MENSION WK(lO OOJ ,XX(lOOO ,12) , T1' ( l OOO)
DIMENSION uo ( 60 0 ) , XNUMI (60 0) , XNUM2 (600) • XNUM3 (600) •
DI MENSION XNUM4 ( 600 ) , XNUM5 (600) , XNUM6(600 ) , XNUM7 (6 00)
NHENSION XNUMB(600) , XNUM9 (600) , XNUMI O(600)
DI MENSION XNUMll ( 6 0 0 ) , XNUM12(600 )
OPEN(U NIT"lJ , FILE""KKK .DAT ' ,T YPE='OLD')
OPEN( UNIT =16 , FILE= 'MMM . OAT' • TYPE- /OLD' )
OPEN(UNIT=: 1 4, FILE"" DAMP.OAT' ,TYPE= 'OLD')
OPEN(U NIT =12,FILE=-' DAT.OAT ' ,T YPE='OLD')
I NPUT NUMERICAL SOLUTION DATA
REWI ND 12
DATA=501
00 5 IIel , DATA
READ(12 , *) TT(II ) ,X NUMl(II ) ,XNUM2(II) ,XNUM3( II),
1 XNUM4(II ) , XNUM5(II) , XNUM6(II ) , XNUM7 (II) , XNUM8 ( II) ,




P I =J . 14 159
EC2-a .00002
EC3=O . 00002















KYY2= X( 4 )
CALCULATE LI NEARI ZED TERMS OF STIFFNESS MATRIX
1« 1, l ) =KZZ1+( (A1 **2 ) *l(2 2 ) +( 2 *1<23*A 1*A3) +(2 *K24 *A 1
1 "'A5 ) + ( 2* K25*A1*A7 ) +( ( A3**2) *K3 3 ) +( 2* K3 4 *A3* AS )
1 +(2 *)(3 5 *1\3 *1\7 ) +«1\5**2) * K44 ) + (2 *)(45 *1\5 *107)
1 +( (A7 **Z) * 11:5 5 )
K( 2 , 2) =KYYl+ ( ( " l UZ) *K2 2) + (2 * K2J*A l *AJ) + { Z* K24
1 * AI-A5) +( 2 *)(25*Al "'A7) +( 2 * K34 *A3 *A5) +(2 *" 3 5*A 3* A7 )
1 + « A5 H 2 ) * K4 4) +(2 * K45 *A5*"7 ) +( ("7 **Z ) * K55 )
1 +( (A3 **2) . K) J )
K ( 11 , 11 ) -)(%Z2+ «A2* *2 ) * K2 2) + (Z *A4 * AZ* K23)
1 +( 2 *A2 *A6 . )(24 ) + (2 *A2 *A.8* K25) + ( (A4 **Z ) * K33 )
1 + (2*A 4*A6 *)(34) + (Z * A4 *Aa * KJS ) + ( (A6"'* 2) *K 44)
1 +(2 *A6 *A8 *K45) +( (A8 **2) * K55 )
K ( 12 , 1 2 ) - X'lY2 + (( A2 '*2 ) *K2 2) + (2 *A4 *A2* K2 3)
1 +( 2 *A 2 *A6 *)(24 ) +( 2*A 2 *A 8 *)( 2 5 ) + ( (M HZ ) * X3 3 )
1 +(2 *A4 *A6 *K34) +(2 *" 4 *"8*)()5 ) + ( (1.6 **2) * K44 )
1 +(2 * A6 *1I.8*K45 ) +( (1.8 **2 ) *K551
RPMl=2 550 .0
W-(RPM l * (2 . O. PI) 1 /60 .0
C




FR P )-HZ * EC2 * (W**2) *COS ( THETA2 )
FR( 4)=H2 11 EC2* (MU 2) lICOS (THETA2+ ( (J "'PI) 12))
FR ( S ) =M3 "'EC3 11(MU2 ) lICOS (THETA3 )
FR (6) --m311 e c3'" (MU2) "'COS (T HETAH( (J "'p i) 12»)
FR( 7 ) =m4 11 ec4 11(MU2 ) "'COS (TH ETA4 )
FR( 8) =m4 "'e C4 * (MU 2) "'COS (THETA4+ ( (J "'p i ) /2 )
F'R(9)=MS*E CS* (MU 2) *COS (THETAS )
FR(10 )=MS* ECS* (W** 2 ) *COS (THETA5+ ( (J lIPIl/ 2»
FR(ll) c O.O
FR(1 2 )=O . O
FI( l ) -O.O
FI(2 )=0 .0
FI (3) =H2 11EC2* (W"''''2) "'S I N (THETA2 )
FI (4) =M2*EC2 11 (MU 2 ) *SI N ( THETA2+ ( (J*PI) 12»
FI (5 ) _ J *ecJ * (WU 2 ) ea Ln (th e t a J I
FI (6) ""m3 *ecJ 11 (w**2) esLn (thetaJ+( (J*pi) / 2 ) )
Fl (7 ) =m4 *ec4 * (WU 2 ) *s in (theta41
FI(8 ) -m4 *cc4 * (WU2) *sin(thcta 4+ ( p *pi) 12»
FI (9 ) =MS*tCS* (W**2) *SI N ( THETAS)
FI (lO) =MS*ECS* (W**2) * S IN(THETA5+( (J "'PI)/2»
FI(l1 )= O. O
Fl(12)=0 .0
F (l) =CMPLX( O. 0 , O. 0)
F (2) =CMPLX(O . 0 , 0 . 0)
F (J) - CMPLX(FR ( 3) , FI (J »
F (4) -CMPLX(FR . q , F I ( 4 »
F (S)"CMPLX (FR(S) . FI (5»
F ( 6) = CMPLX( FR ( 6 ). F I (6»
F(7 ) =CMPLX(FR (7), F I (7»
F(8 ) -CHPLX (FR(8). FI (8»
132
13 3
P(9)-CHPLX(FR(9 ) . Fr (9»
FIIO ) - CMPL X (FRPO), r r (1 0 1)
Fell ) ""CMPL X (0 . 0. 0 .0)
F(1 2 ) =CKPLX ( O. O, 0 .0)
CA LCULATION OF RESP ONSE
DO 4 4 r- i , »
DO 44 J " l ,N
44 Z(I , J ) =CMPLX(-M ( I , J ) *W**2 +K ( I, J) . ccccrr , J ) *W}
CALL LI NCG(1 2, Z,1 2 , ZINVS, 1 2 )
DO 4 5 l al ,N
AKP( I ) =CMP LX(O.O , o .O )
DO 4 6 J e l ,li
46 AMP ( I ) =AMP (I )+ ZINVS ( I, J) *F eJ)
I F ( ABS ( R EA L (A M P (I ) ) . L T . I . E -2 11 j
AMP( I )=CHP~X ll.E-20.AIMAG (AMP(I ) )
CONVERS= ( 1 00 0. 0 /25 .4 )
SS eI ) =CABS (AMPeI) )*CONVERS
45 PHAS E (I ) =5 7 • 296 *A TAN'2( A I HAG (AMPeI» , REAL ( AMP (I » )
WRITE (6 ,92 )W, (55(11 . I =l , N)
WRITE (6 ,93 ) (PHAS E ( I ) . I = l , N)
9 2 FORHAT(f ,' FREQ: · ,E12 . 4 ./,' AMP el ):
, ,6 F8 .4,1 , l OX, 6 F 8. 4 )
91 FORMAT( , f HASE( I ) : ' , 5E 12 .4 , I , l OX, 5 E1 2 . 4 , I , lOX . 2 £ 12 . 4)
STEAD Y STATE RESP ONSE
00 3 05 1"'I,DATA
NUMBE R" CMP LX jCOS ( W*TT ( I » ,S I N{W· TT ( I ) )
FACTOR1=AMP(1 ) · NUMBER
f actor2-amp (21·nu lrlber
FACTORJ= AHP(J ) ·NUMB£R






fac t o rlo=amp( l O) . numb e r
FACTORll:oAMP(1 1 ) . NUMBE R
fa c t o r 12=arnp (12 ) . number
XX(I , ll =RE AL(FACTOR1) . COtlVERS
xx ( i , 2)"rea l (f a c tor2 ) eccnv er- s
XX( I , J) -REAL (F ACTORJ) * CONVERS
xx ( i , 41- r e a l (f act or4 ) - c cnve c a
XX( I , S) =REAL(F ACTORS ) *C ONVERS
xx( i , 6) "re a l (factor6) ec env e c a
XX(I, 7)= REAL (F ACTOR1) * CONVERS
xx( i , &)=r ea l( fa ctor8 ) e ccnv e z a
XX(I , 9 ) =REAL( FACTOR9 ) * CO!'N ERS

















xx(I, 11) "'REAL (FACTORll) .CONVERS
x x ( i , 1 2 ) =r e a l( f a c t o r 12 ) eccnvez-s
CONTINUE
CONTI NUE
F I ND VALUE OF THE OPTIMIZATION FUNCTION - U -
00 4 00 11=1,01'.T1'.
UD(Il) = ( (XNUM3(II) - XX(I I , J» **2)+( (XNUM4 (II)-XK(II ,4»
* *2 ) + «KNUMS ( II ) - XX(II, 5) )**2) +( (XNUM6(II)
- XX(II, 6» ** 2 ) +( (XNUM7(II) - XX (II, 7 ) ) **2) ""«XHU MS (II) -
XX( II, 8» **2 ) +( (XNUM9(I I) - xx (II , 9) ) * *2) + ( (KUUHIO ( II)-
XX(II , 1 0» """2 )
CONTINUE
UU=UD (1)
DO 405 II=l ,DATA









PHI ( 1) =5 . OE07 - K ( 1)
PHI (2) =X( 1 ) - 1. OEO?
PHI (3) =5. OE07 ~X (2)
PHI (4 ) =X(2) - 1. OED?
PHI (5) =5 .0E07-X(3)
PHI (6) "'X(3) - 1. OEO?
PHI (7) =5 . OE07~X( 4)






SUBROUTINE EQUAL(X , PSI, NEQUS)




C SUBROUTI NE CMPLY
C
SUBROUTINE CMPLY(A ,B ,C . N)
COMPLEX A(N ,N) ,B (N,N) I C ( N,N)




40 C(I ,J)=C(I,J)+A(I,K) *B(K ,J)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE TRANS (A, a, N)
B=TRANSPOSE OF A
SUBROUTINE TRANS(A,B ,N)
COMPLEX A(N,N) , B ( N, N)
DO 40 Ial,N
DO 40 J=l ,N





F .3 • J BALA NCI NG PROGRAM
BAL 7 . FOR
- 1 2 DOF SYSTEM
- CALCULAT ES T HE UNBALANCE R ESPONS E OF A LI NEAR ROTOR
- DETERMI NES T HE BALANCE WE I GHTS USI NG THE
L EAST S QUARES I NFLUENCE COEFFIC I ENT METHOD• •
REA L M{12 , 12 ) ,K ( 12 , 1 2 ) ,K I NV ( 12 , 12 ) ,0 ( 12 ,12)
REALM1, M2 ,M3,H4, M5 ,M6, K22, K2 3 , K2 4 I K25 , K32 , K3 3 , K34, KJ 5
REA L K42 , K43 , )(44 , K4 5 , K5 2 , K5 3 , )(54 . K~ , 5
REA L I NERTIA,EE ,P I , DIA,ZETA
REAL KZZ1 ,K'iYl ,K ZZ2 ,K YYZ
REAL RPM(3 ) ,W, F S , F6 , F 7 , FS, f S 5 , f 6 6 , f 77 , fSS
REA L Al , 1\2 ,1\ 3 ,1\4 ,A5 , 1\6 ,1\7 , A8, L, L2 ,L3 ,L4, L5, CONSTl
REA L A22 ,A23,A24, A2 5 , AJ2, A33 , AJ 4 , A3 5
REAL A42 , A43,A4 4, 1\45, 1\52 , A53 ,A5 4 , A55
~EAL A( 4, 4), K5 (4,4 )
REA L WK( 1000)
REAL EVR(1 2 ) .cc rra, 12 ) , ecce (1 2 , 1 2 )
REAL AMP ( 12 ) , PHASE( 1 2) , FR(S , 12), Fl (5, 12)
REAL THETA2,THETAJ , TTT , THET A4 , THETA5
REA L ALP HA1,A LPHA2, ALPHA3
REAL EC2 , EC3 , EC4 , ECS
REAL WTl , WT2, WT3, ETl , ET2, ET3
REAL Tl X, T1 Y, T2 X, T2Y, T3X, T3 Y
REAL BAL I , BAL2 , BAL3
REAL GAMMA1 , GAMMA2 , GAMMA3
REA L CORl 1 , COR2 1 ,COR3 1 , COR I2 , COR2 2 ,COR3 2
REA L COR13 ,COR23 ,COR3 3
REAL ANGl 1,ANG2 1,ANG3 1 ,ANGI2 ,ANG22 ,ANG32
REAL ANG13 ,ANG2 3, ANG33
REAL R( 4 ) ,DELT , C14.LC( 1 2 , 12 ) ,INPUT( 12, 12 )
REA L AMPl ( 12) ,PH14.SE1(1 2)
COMP LEX DD(12 , 12), EV ( 12 ), ZV ( 12, 1 2 ) , VV(S , 12 )
COMPLEX CCC(12, 12 ) , ZVI (12, 1 2) , ZVT (12 , 1 2 )
COMP LEX ZVTI ( 12 , 12 ) , CK{12 , 1 2 ) ,N UMBER
COMP LEX DAMP( 1 2 , 12 ), PP{ 12 , 1 2 ) , CHECK (4 , 4)
COMPLEXZ (1 2 , 12 ) , ZI NVS ( 1 2 , 1 2 ) , X( 1 2 ), F ( 1 2 ) , 14.14.(12)
COMPLEX XI 0 ,X 20 ,X3 0,X4 0 , Xs o ,X 60
COMPLEX Xll,X21, X31,X41,X51 ,X 61
COMPLEX X1 2 ,X 2 2 , X32 , X42 , X5 2, X62
COMPLEX X13 , X2 3 , X33 , X43 , X5 3 , X63
COMPLEX XX(6) , Tl, T2 , T3
COMPL EX ALPH(6 ,3 ) ,A LCJ (6 ,3) ,ALCJ'T (3 , 6) , PROD(3 , 3 )
COMPLEX PRODl (3 ,3) , ALPH2 (3 ,6) ,ew (3 ) ,ACW(6 , 1 ) , XR( 6 , 1 )
INTEGER N,IND,NW, I ER , KK
OP EN (UNI T= 10, FILE= ' BAL7 . DAT ' , TYP E= ' NEW')
OPEN (UNIT= 14 , FILE='DAM P .DAT' ,TY PE= 'OL D')
I NP UT DATA
cN-12
P I " 3 . 14 159
0 1,1.=0 . 07 6
RAO=OI A/ 2 . a
I NERTI A- PI. ( ( RAD** 4 . 0l / 4 . 0 )





ZETAS- O. 0 2
ZETA6-0. 02
ZETA7-0 . 02
ZETAS "' O. 02
ZETA9 "' O .00Z
ZETAIO= O. 0 0 2
ZETAI I -O .OS




ECS=O . 0 0002
THETA2 - 0 .78S
T HETA3 - 0 . 7 BS
THETA4 - 2. 35 5
THETAS - 2 . 3S5
k Z21= 1 .212 1 177e07
KYYl " 1 .2109 1 46e07
1(222-1 . 065 00 05 e 07
KYY2-1 . 0 65 0 00 5e 01
L-=1. 2 0
L Z- . 2 0
L3" . 45
L 4=. 7 5
L5 - 1. 0
Ml=0 . 05
H2=20 . 0





AI - I - L2 /L
A2=L2/ L
A3"'1- (LJ / L)
A4=L3 { L
,1.5 - 1- (L4/L)
A6""L4 / L
,1.7 =1- ( LS / L )
U=LS / L
CONST l --( l . a / ( EE.INERTIA I )
A22=CONSTl * «({( L- L21 ' eL 2 ** l ) I ( 6 . 0 - L ) 1+ ( ( L-L 2 ) * L2
138
1 * { « (L-L2) ** 2) * t )- CLUJ» ) I (6 .0* ( LU2l»)
A33 - CONST 1 · C(C (L-LJ ) .CLlU3» I (6. O*L» +( « L-L3) *Ll
1 *« «L-L3) ** 2 ) * L)- (LuJ » ) I ( 6 .0* (LU 2» »
A4 4 - CONS T1* C« (L -L4) * CL4 ** J » / (6. OwL) )+((L-L4) *L 4
1 * C« (L- L4 ) ** 2) *Ll- CLU J » ) I (6 .0 . ( L"2»)I
ASS- CONSTl- « « L-L5) * ( t S**3 » / (6 .O *L} ) +( «L-LS ) *L5
1 * C« (L - L5 ) **2 ) *Ll - CLu J } » I (6 .0* ( L**2») ) I
A2l-CONSTl · « ( ( L-L2) * eLl " l» I ( 6 . Ot t ) ) - t ( L3-L2)
1 **3) /6 ) + ( (L-L2 ) *L3 * ( ((L- L2 ) **2 ) *L) - ( L"'3») / (6. 0
1 - ( LU2»})
A42 - CONST1* « «L-L 2 ) * (L4uJ » I ( 6 .O *L» - t «(L4 - L2)
1 **3 ) /6 ) +( «L-L2) *L4* C«( L- L2 ' ' ' 2 ) "'L) - ( L"'3 » }/( 6 . 0
1 * (L *"' 2 ) » I
A52 ..,CONST1* «(«L-L2) *(L5" 3 ) 1/ ( 6 . O*L» - t « LS- L2)
1 **3) /6) + ( «L- L2)*L5* «,( L- L 2 )U 2) *L ) - (L**3» )/(6 . 0
1 * (L** 2 » » )
A43 =CONST1* ( ( ( L- L3 ) * (L4 ** 3) ) 1( 6 . O*L» - t ( L4 -L 3 )
1 U3 ) 16) +( (L - L3 ) *L4 * (( (L-L 3) **2) *L) - (LU3 ») 1 ( 6 . 0
1 * (LU l» »
A~ 3 -CONST1* ( ( (L-L3 ) * (Ls uJ »)1 ( 6 . O*L»
1 - t (( LS- L3 ) **3)/ 6)+( « L-L3) *L 5* ( ( (L-LJ) ** 2) * L)
1 - ( L** J » ) / ( 6 . 0 * (L** 2 l ) ) )
AS4" CONSTl* ( « L-L4 ) * (LS* * J) I I (6 .0*L » - t «LS-L4l
1 **3) / 6 ) + ( «L-L4 )*LS* «( ( L-L4) ** 2) <iL) - (L UJ » )/16 . 0







A( 1 ,1) -A22
A(l, 2) - A2 3
A (1, 3 ) -A 2 4
A (1 ,4) ""A2 5
A( 2,1 ) - A3 2
A (2, 2 ) -A3 3
A(2 , 3) - A3 4
A(2, 4) - A3 5
A(3 , I) "' A42
A(3 ,2) "'A43
A(J,3) "'A44
A (3 ,4) -A45
A ( 4,1 ) - A5 2
A( 4 ,2) -AS3
A (4 ,3) -A54
A(4 ,4 ) . A55
DO 23 J -l , 4
2 3 WRITE(l O, * ) A(J , I ) , A (J , 2 ) , A (J, 3) ,A(J , 4)
FIND [ KS] - I NVERSE OF (A ]
CALL LIN05 (4 ,A, 4,K5 ,4)
K22=K5(l ,l)
K23-KS(1,2 )
K24" K5 ( 1 , 3 )
1'25 =K5( 1 ,4 1
K32=K5(2 ,l)
K33=K5 ( 2 , 2)
KJ 4=K5(2 ,3 )
1<35 =1<5(2, 4 )




1<52=KS( 4 ,l )
K53 =K5 (4 ,2 )
K54 =KS(4 ,3 }
X55 s X5(4 ,4 )
I NPUT MASS MATRI X
DO SO 1-1, 12
00 SO J=1 , 12
H (I , J) "O.O
SO COtff lNUE
M(l,l ) £Ml
1'1 (2 , 2 ) ""1'11
1'1 (J, J )""'M2
M(4 , 4) " M2
M(5, 5) "'M3
1'1( 6 ,61 "'1'13
1'1(7,7 ) =1'14
M(S , S}=M 4
1'1(9 ,9)"1'15
1'1(10 , 1 0) -1'15
" ( l1 ,11) =M6
"(12 ,12) =M6
I NPUT LI NEAR SY STEM ST IFNE5 S Y.ATRI X
KU , l) =I<ZZl +( (Al ** 2 ) "X2 2 ) +(2*K23*". 1"A3) + (2 *1<24"A1
1 "A5) +(2 "K25*A1 *A7 ) +( (A3 ** 2 ) "X33 ) + ( 2 *X34""3 *"5 ) + ( 2
1 *X35*A 3 *A7) +( (A5H 2) "X44) + (2*X45 *A5*A7)
1 + ((A7 ** 2 ) *R5 5 )
K(1,2 ) =0 . 0
K(1 ,3 ) = ( - Al*K22) - (AJ "K23) - (A5*K24 ) - (A7 *K25 )
K(1 ,4 ) = 0 . 0
K( 1 , 5 ) "( -A l *1<23) - (A3*K33 ) - (A5 *X34 ) - (A7 *X35)
X( 1 , 6)"0 . 0
X(1, 7 ) -( - AI *1(24 ) - (A3 " 1<34) - (A5 * X44 ) - (A7 *X45)
K(I ,8)"0 .0
X(1 , 9 ) '" ( - AI * 11:25 ) - (A3 :1oK)5) - (A5 *X45 ) - (A7* 1<5 5 )
11:(1,10 ) - 0 .0
K ( 1 ,11 ) - (A 1 11o" 2 *K2 2 ) +-(A 1"' A4* K2 3 ) +-(A2.A3* K23 )
1 +-( A211"5*K24) +-( A1 *1.6 "'K2 4) +-( ,, 2* A7.K2 5 ) +-( A1 . " 8 *K2 5 )
1 +-( " 3 .1.4 *1(3 3 ) +-( AJ .A6"' j(J4) +-(M llAS * KJ 4 ) +-( 11.4 .1.7 .1(35)
1 +-( A3 . 1.8 *K 3) +-( A5* A6*K4 4) +-(A 6 *A7 * K4 S ) +-(1.5 *"'8 * K45 )
1 + (""*1.8"' 1(5 5 )
K( 1, 12) - 0 . 0
K ( 2 , 1 ) "' 0 . 0
K ( 2 ,2 ) - KYY1+ ( (1.1 " 2 ) *K2 2 ) + ( 2 *1<2 3 *A1 *A3 ) + ( 2 * 1<2 4
1 *1. 1*1.5) +-(2 *1(25*1.1 .1.7 ) + (2 *1(3 4 *A3 "'A5) +- ( 2 . 1(3 5
1 *1.3*1. 7 ) +( (1.5**2 ) *K44 )+ (2* K45 *A5." 7 )
1 +( ( A7 " 2 ) *K55 ) + ( (A3 U 2 1*10)
K( 2 ,3) - 0 .0
K (2 .4) '" ( -1\1 "'1(22 ) - ( A3 *K2 3) - (1.5.1<24 ) - ( A7 1lK25 1
K(2 ,5) -0.0
K (2, 6) ""'C- Al*K2J )-(AJ *KJ3 ) - (A5.K 3 4 ) - (1. 7 *K3 5 )
K(2, 7) -0 .0
K (2.8) '" (-AI *K 24 ) - (11.3*K3 4 ) - (1.5* K4 4) - (1. 7*1<45)
K ( 2 , 9 ) -=0 . 0
K (2, 10) " ( - AI *K2 5 ) - ( A3*K 3 5 ) - ( AS * K4 5 ) - (1. 7* K55 )
K( 2,11) "0 .0
K(2, 1 2 ) - (Al *A Z* K22 ) + ( Al * A4 *KZ] ) + (AZ*A 3*KZ])
1. +(A2 * AS * K2 4 ) +(A l *A6 *K2 4) + (A2*A 7*K2 5) + (1U *AS *K2 5)
1 + (A3 *A4 *K33 ) +( A3 * A6 *K 34 ) + ( A4 *A5 * K3 4 ) + (A4 * A7 *K3S )
1 + (A3 *AS*X3 5 ) + ( AS*A 6*1( 44 ) + (A6 *A7 *K4S ) + ( AS "'AS * K4S I
1 + ( A7 *A 8 *1<5 5)
K(J , 1 ) - ( - Al * K2 2 ) - (A 3 *1(2 3) - (AS *K 2 4) - (A 7 *K2S )
K{J , 2) - 0 . 0
K{J ,3) - K2 2
K (3, 4) - 0 . 0
K (3, S ) -K2 3
K{J ,6 ) - 0 . 0
K (J,7) "'I( 24
K {J ,8) - 0 . 0
K{J , 9) -1( 2 S
K{3 , 10) .. 0 . 0
K{J,ll ) ... ( - A2 *X 22 ) - ( All.*K2 3 I - ( A6 * K2 4 ) - (A S*1( 2S)
K(3 ,1 2 ) - 0. 0
K( 4 ,1) - 0 . 0
K ( 4,2) - ( - A1 * K2 Z) - (A 3 * K23) - ( AS * KZ4 I - ( A7 *K2 5)
K(4 , 3 ) =0 .0
K ( 4, 4 ) -K22
K ( 4, S ) - 0 . 0
X ( 4,6) " )(23
X( 4,7) -0 .O
K( 4 , S ) - )(2 4
K( 4,9) "O .O
K (4 ,lO) -K25
K (4 ,1l ) -O .0
X ( 4, 1 2) - ( -A2* K2 2 ) - ( M *)(2 3 ) - (A.6 * K2 4) - ( AS*1(2 S )
K ( 5 , 1) "" ( - A1*)(23) - ( AJ * K3 3) - (A5 * )(34 ) - ( A7 * K3 S )
K (S ,2) -O .O
K(5 ,3 ) -)(2 J
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K(S .. 4) -0.0
K( S ,S ) -K33
K( S , 6 ) - 0 .0
K(S , 7) - K3 4
K( S , S ) ""O.O
K ( S , 9 ) ""K3 5
K ( 5 , 1 0 ) "'O.0
K(5, 1l1 - ( -A2* K2 3 ) -(M *K 33 ) - (A6 . K3 4 ) -(AS *K 3 S )
X eS : 12) eO .0
K(6 ,l)"0. 0
K(6 , 2 )- (-Al*K2 3 ) - (A3 *KJ) ) - ( AS* K3 4 ) - (A7*K3 5 )
K(6 ,3 ) -0 . 0
K(6 . 4) -K23
K( 6 ,5 ) -0.0
K(6,6) ""K33
K ( 6 ,7 ) " 0 .0
X( 6 ,S I -K34
K( 6 , 9 1- 0 .0
K(6 , 10 ) -K 3S
K ( 6 , 11 )" 0 .0
K ( 6, 12 1-( - A2 *K2 3) - ( M * K3 3 ) - ( A6*Kl4 ) - ( AS * K3S )
K{7 , 11 "' ( -A l *K2 4) - (A3* K3 4 ) - (A S*K44 ) -(A7*K45 1
K{7, 2 ) -0 . 0
K (7 ,3 ) ""1<2 4
K(7 ,4 ) -0 .0
K{7, S ) - X3 4
1<(7 , 6 ) - 0. 0
1« 7 .. 7) -K 44
1<(7 .S) -O . O
K (7 , 9 ) - K45
K(7, 10 ) o=0 .0
K (7 , 11 ) "' ( -A 2 *K24) - (M*K34 ) - ( A6 . K4<1) - ( AS * K4 5 j
K ( 7 , 12 ) - 0. a
K(S.I) -O . O
K (8 .. 2) " ( - Al * K2 4 ) - (A3 *K 34 ) - (AS. K44 ) - ( A7*K4 5)
K (S . 3 1- 0 .0
K(8 . 41-K2 4
K( 8 .5) -0 .0
R ( 8 , .') - K34
K(8 ,7) - 0. 0
K( 8, 8) "K 4 4
K ( 8, 9 . - 0 .0
K ( 8 , 1 0 ) "'K 4 S
K ( 8 , 11 ) - O . 0
K(8 , 12) - ( - A2 *K24) - ( A4 * K34 ) - (A6 *K44) -(AS *K4 5)
K ( 9 , 1 1- (-Al*1<25) - ( AJ * Kl5) - (A5 .K 4 5 ) - (A7 *K55 )
K ( 9 , 2 1- 0 .0
K ( 9. 3 ) - 1<25
K(9, 4) "0.0
K'9,5) - K3S
K{9 ,6 ) -0. O
K(9 , 7) "K 4 5
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1« 9 ,8) " 0 .0
K( 9 , 9) -K5 5
K(9 , 10) =0 . 0
1';( 9 , 11 ) - (-A21\'K2 5 ) - ( '\ 4 * K3 5 ) - (106 *1<4 5 ) - ( " 8*K 5 5 )
K(1 0 , 1 ) -0 .0
X (1 0 .2) "'( -101*1<2 5) - (A3 * K35) - (105 *)(4 5 ) - ( A7 * K55 )
K(10 ,3) -0 .0
K( lO ,4 }-K25
K(10,5 ) - 0 . 0
K( 10,6)-K3 5
K( 10 ,7) -0.O
K( 10 ,8) -1<4 5
K( 1 0,9) -0 . 0
K( 1 0 , 10 )-K55
K ( 10 . 11) "0 .0
K ( 1 0,1 2 ) '" ( -A2*K25 ) - (104 * 1<3 5 ) - (A6 *K4 5) - ( A8 .K55)
K ( 11, 1) -(A1* A2*K2 2 ) " ( A2*A3* 1<2] ) +( AI *A4 *K23)
1 + (102*A5*K2 4) + (1ol *A6 * K2 4' + (102 *" 7*K2 5 ) +(1ol *108*K25)
1 + (A3 '''104*K 33 ) + (103 *A6 *K3 4) +eA 4 *105111(34) .. (A4 *A7* K3 5)
1 +CAl *.\ 8* K35 ) + (A5 *106*K4 4) + (106 *107*1<4 5) + (105*A8 *K45 )
1 +( A7 *AS*K55)
K(11 ,2)-0.0
K( 11, 3)= ( -102* K2 2) - ( A4 *K2J) - (106*K24 1- (108"'1<25)
K{11, 4) -O .O
K ( 11 ,5) " ( -102* K2 3 ) - (M * K33 ) - (A6 *K34) - (A8 *1<15)
K ( l1,6)-0 .0
K(11, 7 ) - (-A2*K 2 4) - (A4 f<K34) - (A6 *K4 4 ) - (AS * K45)
I« l1 ,S I-O. O
I<( 11,91- ( -A 2 *K25 ) - ( A4 *1(5) - (A 6* K4 5 )- (AS*K 5 5 1
K(11,10) - 0 .0
K ( l1 , lll - KZZ2+( (A2"2) *K22) + (2 *A4 *A2 *K2 3)
1 + (2 *A2 *A6 * K2 4) + ( 2*A 2*AS *K2 5 ) + ( (A4 * *2 1 *K33)
1 + ( 2*A4*A6* K34 ) + (2*A4 * AS *K3 5 ) + (A6 * *2 1 *K4 4)
1 + (2*A6*A8*K4 5) + ( (A8* *2 ) *K55)
K ( 11, 12) " 0 .0
K ( 12, 1 )=0 . 0
K(12 , 21 - (A1*A2*K2 2 ) + (A 2*A3 * K2 3 ) + (Al *A4*K23 )
1 + (A2 *"5*K 24) + (A l*A6*K24 l + (A2*A7*K 2 5 ) + (A I *A8 *K2 51
1 + (A3 *A4*K3 3) + (A3 *A:;*K34 ) +(A4 *A5*K3 4 ) +(M *A7* K3 5 )
1 + (A3*"'8 *K3 5) + (AS *A6 *K44 ) + ( A6 *A7*K4 5) + (A5 *A8 *K4 5 1
1 +(A7111"'8 111K55 )
K(12,3) -0.0
K (12,4) - ( -A2 *K22 ) - (A4 * K23) - (A6 *K24) - (A8 * K25 )
K( 12, 5) -0.0
K ( 12 ,6) - ( - "'2*K 2 3 ) - (M *K3 3 ) - (A6 *K34) - (A8 * K3 5 )
1« 12,7) -0.0
K (12, 8 1- (-"'2 *K2 4 ) ~ ( M *K34 ) - (A6 *K44) - ( AS * K45 )
K( 1 2 ,9) -0 .0
K (12,1 0) - ( -A2*K25) - (A4 *K35) - (A6 * K4 5) - (ASllK 5 5)
K(1 2 ,11 ) =0 .0
K (12 ,12) = KYY2 + ( ( A2 *111 2) *K2 2 ) + ( 2*A4 *A2 * K23 )
1 + ( 2 *A2 *A6 * K2 4 ) ~ {2 *A2 "'ASllK2 5 ) + (A4 *11121 *K3 3 )
14 2
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1 + (2 *A4 *A6 "'K34}+(2 *A4 *A8*K35)+( (A6**2) * K4 4)
1 + (Z lA'A6 *A8 *K45) +( ( A8 **2) * K5 5 )
CALL LINDS(12,K, 12, KINV , 12)
CALL MRRRR ( 12, 12 , KI NV, 12 , 12, 12 , M,l l, 12, 12 ,0 , 1 2)
DO 30 1=1 ,12
DO 30 J=1,12
DO ( I , J) = CMPLX ( D(I ,J ) )
)0 CONTI NUE
CALL EVCCG( 12,OD,12,EV,ZV,12)
DO 35 1= 1 , 12
EVR(I ) = REl\ L ( EV(I ) )
EVR( I) "'l ./SQRT(EVR(I) )
35 CONTI NUE
WRITE( lO,40 )
40 FORMAT(f ,' T HE EIGENVALUES ARE AS FOL LOWS: ')
WRI T E ( l O,* l EVR(!) , EVR ( 2 ) , EVR(3) , EVR(4), EVR (S) ,EV R(6),
1 EVR(7) , EVR( S ) ,EVR(9 ) , EVR ( l O) ,EVR (ll) ,EVR(l2)
WRITE(lO,36)
36 FORMAT(/, ' THE EIGENVECTORS ARE')
DO J7 1 =1 ,1 2
WRI TE(l O,* ) I
DO 37 J=1 ,12
WRI TE (la, It) ZV (J, I)
37 CONTI NUE
c
C CALCUL~TE DAMPING MATRIX FOR LINEAR SYSTEM
C
CeC I , l ) =ZETAl *EVR( 12) *Mel , l ) * 2 . 0
CC(2, 2)=ZETA2 *EVR( 11) *M( 2 ,2 ) *2 .0
CC (3, 3}=ZETA3 *EVR( lO) *M( 3 ,3 ) * 2 . 0
CC (4, 4) =ZETA4 *EVR(9) *M(4 , 4 ) * 2. 0
CC ( 5 , 5) =ZETA5 *EVR (8) *M( 5,5 ) *2 . 0
CC (6, 6) "ZETA6 *EVR(7) *M( 6 , 6 ) *2.0
CC (7, 7) -ZETA7 *EVR{6 ) *M( 7 , 7) *2 .0
CC(8, 8) =Z ETA8 *EVR (5 ) *M( 8 ,8) * 2 . 0
CC(9 , 9)=ZETA9*EVR( 4) *M( 9 , 9) *2 . °
CC(lO, lO)=ZETA lO "'EVRP) "'M(lO, lOj "'2.°
CC( ll , ll)=ZETAll "'EVR(2) "'M(ll, 11 ) "'2 . 0
CC(12 , 12)=ZETA12 "'EVR( 1) "'M( 12 , 1 2 ) "'2 . 0
DO 900 1=1 ,12
DO 9 0 0 J =l ,1 2
CCC(1 ,J)=CMPLX(CC(1,J), O. 0)
900 CONTI NUE
CALL LINCG(12,ZV,12,ZVI,12)
CALL TRANS( ZV, ZVT ,12 )
CALL LI NCG(12, ZVT ,12, ZVT1, 12 )
CALL CMPLY(ZVT I,CCC ,PP , 12 )
CALL CMPLY(PP ,ZVI, DAMP, 12)
READ IN DAMPING MATRI X FOR LINEAR SYSTEM
DO 90 2 1=1, 12
DO 90 2 J "'1 ,1 2
READ ( 14, *) IN PUT( i , j )
CALC(I ,J) =REAt (OMP( I , J ) )
SELECT DAMPING MATRIX
ccccr i • j )=CALC(i , j)
ecce ( i, j) ""I NP UT (L, j )
90 2 CONTINUE
REWIND 1 4
BALANCIN G SPEEOS : RUN 1 : WI
RUN2 :W2
RUN 3 : WJ
RPM (l) =E VR(ll )
RPM( 2) =EVR(9)
RPM(3)=EVR ( 7)
INPUT FORCING F UNCTION
DO 4 3 LL =I , 3
W=RPM(LL )
WRITE( lO,* ) W
INPUT TRIAL WEIG HT VALUES
WT l = O. 0 0 6
WT2"'O .006
WTJ= O. 006
ET l = . 1 5 2
ET2= . 152
ETJ - . 152
ALPHAl""O.785
ALPHA 2= 4 .713
ALPHA3=2 .3 56




ANGl1=-2 .608 9 77
ANG2Ia-I . 7460 5 7
ANG31 = -O . 7 40426








COR2 l -D . O
CORll-a.O
"NGIl - O.O
ANG23 -0 . 0
ANGJ J -O .O
c
C ORIGINAL UNBALANCE FORCES- PLANES 2 ,3 , 4 , AND 5
C + ANY CORRECTION WEIGTHS - PLANES 2.3 . AND 5
C
FRel ,I) -O .O
FR(1, 2 J -O .O
FR( 1 , J) - H2*tC2 * (W* *2 ) * COS (T HETA2 )
1 +(CORll * ET l * (W"'*2 ) *COS ( ANGll ) J
1 +(COR12 *ETl *CW**2 ) . COS ( ANG1 2 »
1 +(COR13 *ETl*(W**2) . COS ( ANGl J »
FRe l,4 ) "M2* EC2 * ( W** 2 ) *COS (THETA2+ ( (3 *P I ) / 2 »
1 + ( CORU * ET l * (W. *2) ' COS (ANGll+ «3*PI ) / 2 » )
1 + ( COR1 2* ET l '" (W"'*2) ·COS (ANG1 2 + «3*PI ) /2 ) I)
1 + (CORI J *ET l *CW**2 ) ' COr- CANGl ] + ( ( J *PI ) / 2 » )
FR ( 1 , 5 ) - mJ "'e e l . ( w** 2 ) * c o s ( t h eta ] )
1 +( COR2 1 *ET 2 * (W**2) *COS (ANG21 »)
1 +(COR2 2 .ET2 "'CWU 2 ).COS ( ANG2 2 » )
1 +( COR2 J * ET2 * (W· "' 2 ) *COS ( ANG2 J ) I
FR( 1 , 6 ) - m3 *e c J * (w "'* 2) e c c s (theta3 + ( ( J *p i ) / 2 »
1 + ( COR2 1 "'ET2 * (WH2 ) "'COS ( ANG2 1+ ( ( 3"'PI ) /2 »}
1 +( COR2 2"' ET2 "' (WU 2 ) "'COS( ANG22+( (3 "'P I ) / 2» )
1 +(COR23 * ET 2 * ( WU2 1* COS (ANG23+( ( 3 *PI) /2 »)
FR (l , 7 ) -m 4 *e c 4 * ( w'*2 ) e c c s (theta 4 )
FR( l , B) - 1ll4 *ec4 * (w U2) * c os (th e t a 4 + ( (J *pi ) /2 »
FR( I ,9 ) o=HS*EC 5 * (WU 2) * COS (THETA5 )
1 + (CORJl *ET3* (W* *2) *CQS ( ANG31 »
1 + ( COR3 2 * ET J "'( W••2) .COS(ANG32»)
1 +(COR3 3 *ET3 *(W * *2) *COS ( ANG3 3 »
FR(I .10) -HS · EC5 · (W** 2) * COS (T HETA5 + ( (3*PI) / 2 »
1 + (CORJl *ET3 * (W* *2 ) * COS ( ANG3 1+ ( (3 *PI) /2 » )
1 +( COR3 2 *ET3 *(W * *2) . COS( ANGJ 2 + ( ( 3 * P I ) / 2» )
1 + ( COR3 3 * ET3 *(W** 2) * COS ( ANG3 3 + ( (3.PI ) /2 ) )
FR ( I ,ll ) - O. O
FR O ,12 ) "'0 . 0
FI( I, I ) - O. O
FI (I ,2)"' 0 . 0
F I ( I , 3) "'H2 *EC2 . ( W*"'Z ) *SIN( THETAZ)
1 +(CORll *ETl *( W**Z) * S IN (ANGll »
1 +(CORI Z* ET l * (W* *2 ) *SI N ( ANG1 2 »
1 + ( COR1 3* ETI * (W** Z) *SIN( ANG13 »
F I (I , 4) *'M2 .EC2 * ( W*"' Z) * S IN ( THETA2 + ( P * PI) { 2 ) I
1 +(COR U *ET I . ( W*"'2) . S I N(ANGll+ ( (3 · PI) / Z ) I )
1 + (C OR1 2 *ET I * (W* * 2 ) . SI N( ANG1 2 + ( ( 3 · PI) /2 »)
1 + ( COR13 *ET I ' ( W* *2) *SI N( ANGI3 + ( (3 *PI ) /2 ) ) )
F I ( 1 , 5 ) a m3* e c 3 * (w ** 2 ) . s i n ( theta 3)
1 + ( COR2I* ET2*(W * * 2 )'S I N( ANG21 »
1 4 5
1 + (C OR22* ET 2 * (W.... 2) * SIN ( ANGZl » )
1 +(COR23 * ET2* CW**2) *SIN ( ANG2 J »
FI ( 1 , 6)=m3 *ec3 * ' ...... 2) *s i n (thcta 3+ (C] .pil /2»
1 + (C OR21* ET 2* (W**2 ) ""SI N ( ANG2 1+ ( P *PI) /2)} 1
1 +(CaR22.ET2""(W.... 2 l *SIN (ANG22+ ( P *P I ) /2 ) ) )
1 +(COR23 *ET2* (W* *2) *SIN (ANG23+( (3 *P I) /2»)
FI ( 1 , 7 )=m 4 *ec4 * (W**2) *s in (th e t a 4 )
FI ( 1,8 )=m4 *ec4 * (w*"'2) *s i n (the t a 4 + ( (J*pi) /2)
FI ( l , 9 )=MS *EC5 * (W"2) * S I N( TH ETA5 )
1 +(CORJ1 *ET3 * (W"'*2) "'SIN ( ANG31 ) )
1 +( COR32 *E T 3 * (WU 2 l *S IN ( ANG3 2 )
1 + ( COR3 3* ET J* (W** 2 ) * S I N (ANG]]»)
F I ( 1, 10 ) =MS *ECS * (WU2l * SIN (THETAS+ (P*PI) /2) )
1 + (CORl I .ETl . ( W**2 ) "'SI N ( ANG3 1+ ( (J *PI) /2) ) 1
1 + ( COR32*ET3* (W**2) * S I N ( ANG32 + ( P*PI) /2) ) )
1 +(CORJ 3 *ET3* ( W** 2 ) *S IN (ANG3J+( C3·PI) /2» 1
FI( l,ll)=O .O
FI ( 1 ,1 2 ) = O . O
UNBALANCE FORCE FROM TRAIL WEIGHT NO. 1 - PLANE 2
FR(2, l ) = FR ( l, 1 )
FR(2, 2 )=FR( 1, 2 )
FR(2, J )=FR(l, J ) + (WT1*ET1 * (W'*2) * COS (ALP HA1 »
FR ( 2 ,4 )=FR( 1,4 ) + (WT1 *ET1 * (W'*2) * COS ( ALP llAl
l. + «(J*pil/2»)
FR ( 2 , 5) soFR( l , 5 )
t'R( 2, 6 ) =F R ( l , 6)
FR ( 2 , 7) "' FR( l , 7)
FR( 2 ,8)=FR( 1 , 8 )
FR ( 2 , 9 ) =F R ( 1, 9)
FR ( 2 , 10)=FR( l., 1 0)
FR (2 , ll)=FR(l , 11)
FR ( 2, 12)=FR(1, 1 2)
FI (2, l)IElFI (1 , 1 )
FI (2, 2 ) -FI(1 ,2)
F I (2 ,J)=FI (I , J ) +(WT 1 *ET1 * (W**2) *SIN(ALPHA1)
F I ( 2 , 4 ) "'F I ( I, 4 ) +(WT l *ET l * (W"'*2) *SIN{ALPHAI
1 +«(J *pi )/2»)
F I (2,5)=FI(l,5)
FI (2,6 )"'FI(1,6 )
F I (2, 7 )=FI(1, 7)
FI(2,8 )=FI (l,8)
FI (2,9)=FI ( 1,9)
F I (2,10) =F I (I, 10 )
FI (2 ,ll ) = F I (1, 11)
FI (2, 12)=FI( 1 , 12 )
UNBALANCE FORCE FROM T RAI L WEIGHT NO. 2 - P LANE J




FR p , J) · ' R (l , J )
FR(J,4) - FR(1,4 )
m ra, 5 ) - FR {1 , 5 ) + (WT2 *E T Z* (WU2) .JiI COS ( ALPHA2 » )
rR eJ , 6) .FR(l,6)+(WT2*ET2* (14** 2 ) *C OS(ALPHA 2
1 +« (3 *p i )/2 » )
rRp. ' ) - FR CI , 7 )
r R (3, 8) - FRe I , 8)
r Rp , 9} . FRCI , 9)
FR (3 , lO ) · FRC I , 1 0 )
FR (3 . ll) - FR ( 1 ,11)
FRO , I 2 ) -FR e1, 12 )
F I(3 , l) - FI(l ,l )
Fl(3 ,2) .FI(1 ,2)
rI(3,3) ·11(1,3)
Fl(3,4 ) -FI(I ,4 )
F I P, S) .FI ( I , 5 ) +(WT2'" ET2 * (W*' 2) * SIN( ALP HA2)
FI (J,6 ) - FI (l ,6 )+(WT1 "ET2 * (14**2) . S I N ( ALP HA2
1 + ( p *pi)/2»)
F I (3 .7) - FI (1, 7)
rI(3 ,8) - FI(l,S)
Fl(3 . 9) - FI(l, 9 1
F I (3 . ] .. oF! ( 1 r 10 )
r Ip, d l - FI (1 , 11 )
FI (J, 1 2 ) - n ( 1 , 12 )
UNBALAN CE FORCE FROM THE T RAIL WEI GHT NO. 3 - PLANE 5
FR(4 , I ) -me l ,II
FR (4,2) - FR{l, 2 )
FR(4 ,3 ) "FR( 1 ,3 )
FRe 4 . 4) - FR (l , 4)
FR (4, 5) - FR CI, S)
FR(4 ,6) - FR(l,6 )
FRe4 , ') -FRCI, 7)
FR(4 . 8 ) - FR (1,8)
FR ( 4 , 9) - FR(l ,9 ) +( WTJ*ET J * (W**2 ) *COS(ALPHAJ »
FR(4 , I OI - FR ( 1 , 10) + (WTJ *ET J * (W** 2) *COS (ALPHA]
1 +(( J *p l J/2 » )
FR ( 4 , ll) .. FR(I, I1 )
FR (4, 12) -FR( l ,12 )
FI(4, l) - FI (1 ,1)
FI (4,2) - F1{1 , 2 )
F I (4 ,J ) "'FI( 1,J)
FI (4 , 4 ) =FI ( I, 4)
F I{ 4 , 5 ) - FI ( I , 5)
FI(4 ,6) -FI(I ,6 )
FI (4 , 7) s F! (1, 7 )
FI( 4 , 8 ) sFI(1 ,8)
FI 14,9) -rr ( 1 ,9 )+(WTJ *ET J * (W** 2) *SI N(ALPHAJ »
FI(4 ,10 ) s FI ( 1 , 10)+ (WTJ *ETJ * (W** 2 ) *SIN(ALPHA3
1 + ( p *pi)f2»))
FI (4, llJ - FI ( 1 , 11)
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FI ( 4,12 ) " FI(1 ,12)
FORCE VECTOR FOR THE I MEDANCE METHOD CALCULATION
DO 2 10 0 J J<=1 ,4
WRI TE (lO ,14 0 0) JJ
1 400 FORMATe / ,' CASE NO. ', IS)
F ( l} =CMPLX(FR(JJ I :;') ,F1(JJ , 1 »
F( 2 ) =CMPLX (FR (JJ , 2 ) , F I (JJ, 2»
F (3 ) =CMPLX(F R(JJ , 3) I FI (JJ , 3 »
F( 4 ) "CM PLX(FR (J J , 4) , F I (JJ, 4 »
F(5 )= CMPLX (F R (JJ, 5 ) , F I (JJ , 5 »
F( 6 ) "'CMPLX(FR (JJ , 6 ) . FI (JJ, 6»
F(7) - CMPLX{ FR(J J. 7 ) ,FI{JJ I 7»
F ( B) = CMPL X ( FR( JJ , 8) , FI (JJ ,8»
F (9 ) =C MPL X (F R (J J ,9), FI (JJ , 9»
F ( 10) = CMPLX(FR(JJ , 1 0 ) I FI (JJ , 10 »
F (l1) = CMPLX(FR(JJ , 11), FI (JJ, 11»
F (1 2) =CHP LX( FR (JJ , 12) , F I (JJ ,12 »
WRI TE ( lO, 1 2 99)
1 29 9 FORMAT ".' THE FORCE VECTOR IS:' l
DO 1300 I =l ,N
13 0 0 WRITE (lO, *) REAL(F ( I » , Al MAG( F ( I»
C
C CALCULATION OF RES PONSE
C
DO 44 I=l,N
DO 44 J=l ,N
4 4 Z (I ,J) " CMPLX( -M ( I , J) *W"'*2 +K (I , J ) ,C CCC(I , J) * W)
CALL LIN CG( 12, Z , 1 2 , ZI NVS ,12 )
0 0 4 5 I=I, N
X ( I)=CMPLX(O .O,O . 0)
0 0 46 J " l,N
46 X( I )=X (I)+ ZINV5 (I ,J ) *F(J)
I F { A 8 S ( RE A L ( X ( I ) ) ) • L "!' • 1 • E - 2 0 )
X (I) "'CMPLX( 1. E-20 ,AIMAG(X ( I) ) l
AMP(I) "'CABS (X ( I ) ) * (1000.0/25 . 4 )
AMPl (I )=CABS ( X( I »
PHASE(I ) =57 . 29 6*ATAN2 (A I MAG(X (I ) ) ,REAL(X( I) ) )
45 PHASEl (I ) - P HASE( I ) / ( 57 . 2 9 6 )
WRITE( 1 0, 700 )
7 0 0 FORMAT(/, ' The complex 55 amp litudes ( X(II ) j a r-e
1 a s f ol l ows :' )
DO 702 I=l, N
WRIT E(lO, *) REAL( X( 1 )) ,AlMAG (X ( 1) ,AMPl ( I ) ,PHASE1 ( I )
WRITE( l O,*) AMP (I ) , PHAS E ( I )
7 02 CONTIN UE
WRITE(1 0 , 7 04 )
7 0 4 FORMATC/ , ' Th e s s amplitu d es a re as follows: ' )
WR1TE( l O,92 )W, (AMP (I ) , 1 =l,N )
WRITE (lO,93) (P HASE (I) , I= l ,N)
92 FORMAT C/, ' FREQ: ' , E1 2 . 4 , / ,' AMP ( I ) :
USING VERT ICA L DI SPLACEMENTS AT PLAN ES 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 AND 6
CALCULATE BALANC E WEIGtiTS USING RESPONSE DATA
XIJ •• •• I .. MEASUREMENT PLA NE
J .. 0 ORIGINAL UNBALANCE
J '" 1 FIRST TRIAL WEIGH T -PLANE 2
J '" 2 SE COND TRIAL WEI GHT- PLANE 3
J = J THIRD TRIAL WEIGHT -PLANE 5
14 9
1 " 5EI2 .4 , I , l OX, SE 12 . 4, I , l OX, S E1 2. 4)
93 FORMAT ( I PHASE (I) : ', 5E12. 4 , / 10 X, 5E 12 . 4, I, lOX, 5E12 . 4)
DO 200 0 11=1,12
VV (J J , II) =x ( ii)
200 0 CONTINUE











XI O=VV(l ,l )
X20 ""VV (1 ,J )
XJO =VV(l,S )
X40 =VV (1,7 )
X50 =VV(1 , 9 )




X4 1 "' VV(2 , 7)
X51=VV(2 ,9 )
X6 1=VV{2 ,11)
X12 .. VV(3 , 1)
X22"VV (3 . J)
X32=VV(3 .S )
X42 -VV(3 . 7 )
X52=-VV {3,9)
X6 2 =VV( 3 , ll)
X13=VV ( 4, 1)
X2J=VV(4,3)
XJ3:aVV{4, 5 )
X43",VV( 4 , 7)
X53 "' VV(4 ,9)







WRI T E ( 1 0 , 7 0 8 )
708 FORMAT( I " CALCULATE THE BALANCE WEIGHTS')
WRITE (lO ,1610 )
1 6 10 FORMAT(/,' THE ORIG . UNBALANCE RESPONSE AS A COMPLEX
1 NUMBER IS :',/)
WRITE (lO, * )XX( l) , XX( 2 ) , XX(J ) ,XX(4) , XX( 5 ) ,XX(6)
150
WR!TE(l O, n o)
710 FORMAT(j, ' THE RESPONSE FROM 1 ST TR IAL wr AS CMPLX
1 #' ,f)
WRITE ( 10, "' ) Xll, X21, X3I, X41 , X5 1, XG1
WRITE( l O,71 2)
712 FORMAT (! ,' THE RESPONSE FROM 2ND TRIAL hiT AS CMPL X
1 r«, /)
WRITE (10 , .) X12 , X2 2 , XJ2 , X42 , X5 2 , XG2
WRITE( l O,7130)
7130 FOR!-1A.T(f ,' THE RESPONSE FROM 3RD TRI AL WT AS CMPLX
1 I ' ,/)
WRITE( 10 , "' ) XIJ , X23 ,X)), X4 3 , X5 3 , XG)
EXPRE SS TRIAL WEIGHT FORCES AS COMP LEX QUANTITY
TIX=WTl*ET l*COS (AL PHAl)
Tl Y=WTl*ET l *sm (ALPHA l)
T l =CMPLX(T lX ,TlY)
T2X =WTZ*ET2 .COS (ALPffA 2 )
T2Y=WT Z*ET2 *S IN (AL PHA2)
T 2= CMPLX (T 2X , T 2Y )
T J X=WT J * ET 3 *COS (ALPHA )
T3Y -'WT3*ET3*SlN (ALPHA)
TJ=CMPLX(T3 X, T 3'i)
WRITE( lO , 799 )
799 FORMAT{f,' THE TRIAL WEIGHTS AS COMP LEX QUANT I ES ')
WRITE ( 10 ,"' ) T l, T2, T 3
CALCULATE IN FLUENCE COEF FICI ENT MATRIX
ALPH(l, 1) "'(Xll -X1 0) I T l
ALPH (2 , 1) "'(X2l -X20) ITl
ALPH (3 , 1)=(X31-XJO) ITl
ALPH{4 , 1 ) ""( X4 1- X40 ) I T 1
ALPH(5 , 1) "'(X51 -X 50 ) I Tl
ALPH(6, 1) =(X6 1-X6 0 l /Tl
ALPH(1 , 2)=( X12 - XlO) I T 2
ALPH( 2 , 2 )"'(X2 2-X 2 0 ) I T 2
ALPH(3 ,2) "'(X32-XJ O) I T 2
ALP H(4 ,2 ) "'(X42-X4 0) I T 2
ALPH (5 , 2) = (X52-X50 ) I T 2
ALPH(6 ,2 ) = ( X6 2- X6 0 ) I T 2
ALPH( l , 3) = (X lJ -XI 0) IT3
ALPH(2 , 3) - (X2J-X2 0 ) I T 3
ALPH (3 , 3) = ( XJ3 -X30 ) I T 3
ALP H{4, J)= (X4J-X4 0) I T J
ALPH(5, 3 )= ( X53 -X5 0 ) I TJ
ALPH(6,J) =(X6J -X60) ITJ
WRIT E{lO, 71 4 )
7 14 FORMAT{/ , ' THE MATRIX OF INfLUENCE COEFFS I S' , Il
DO 716 1=1,6
WRITE(lO, *)ALPH(I , 1 ) ,ALPH(1, 2 ) , ALP H ( I , 3 )
151
WRI T E ( ll , *)ALPH(I ,l) , ALPH(I, 2)
716 CONTINUE
FIND THE BALAN CE WEIGHTS




WRIT E( l O,718)
718 FORMAT (f ,' T HE CONJUGATE OF THE I NF LU. COEF F . MATRIX
1 IS ',f)
00720 1=1, 6
WRI T E (lO, * ) ALCJ (I , I) , ALCJ ( I . 2) , ALCJ (I , 3)
720 CONTI NUE
ALCJ T(l, 1) o=ALCJ (1 , 1)
ALCJT (2 ,1) ""ALCJ (1,2)
ALCJT(J, 1 ) =ALCJ(l, 3)
ALCJT(l, 2) =ALCJ(2 , 1 )
ALCJT(2 ,2) =ALCJ{ 2, 2 )
ALCJ T (3 , 2 ) ""'ALCJ ( 2 , 3)
ALCJT(1,J)=ALCJ{3 ,l)
ALCJT(2, 3) " ALCJ ( J , 2)
ALCJT(J, J) "ALCJ(3, 3)
ALCJT(l, 4)=ALCJ(4, 1)
ALCJT (2, 4) ""ALCJ (4 , 2 )
ALCJT(3, 4) "'ALCJ (4,3)
ALCJT( 1, 5) =ALCJ (5 , 1 )
ALCJT ( 2 , 5)=ALCJ (5 , 2)
ALCJT(3 , 5):=ALCJ(5. 3)
AtCJ'T( l, 6) =A LCJ (6, 1)
ALCJT(2, 6) = ALCJ ( 6, 2)
ALCJT(3, 6) =ALCJ (6, 3)
WRITE( lO ,722)
722 FORMAT(f,' THE TRANSPOSE OF THE CONJUGATE I S ; ', n
DO 724 1"1,3
WRITE(10, .) ALCJT(l , 1) , ALCJ 'l' ( I, 2) , ALCJT (I , 3 ) , ALCJT ( l , 4 )
1 ,ALCJT(I,5) ,ALCJT(I,6)
724 CONTI NUE
CALL MCRCR ( 3 , 6 ,ALCJT, 3 ,6,3 ,ALPH , 6 , 3 , 3 ,PROD , 3)
WRIT E (1 0 , 72 6 )
726 FORMAT (f , ' [ ALCJ T ) * [ ALPH] .. [PROD ]'.J)
DO 7 260 1= 1 ,3
WRITE(lO, * ) PROD(l, 1), PROD(I, 2), PROD(l , J)
7260 ~ONTlNUE
CALL LINCG (3 , PROD. 3, PRODl, 3)
CALL MCRCR ( 3 , J, PROD, 3. 3, 3 ,PRODI , 3,3,3 .CHECK, 3)
CALL MCRCR(3, 3 ,PRODI, 3 , 3, 6 ,ALCJT ,3, 3 , 6,ALPH2, 3 )
CALL MCRCR ( 3 , 6 ,ALPH2, 3,6, 1 , XX, 6, 3, l, CW, J)
WRITE(lO . ...) CW(l) .CW(2 ) .CW(3)
WRITE ( l O, 7 32 )
732 FORMAT{/, ' [CW) d - [ ALPH2 ] * [XXO] ',f)
CW(l) "' -CW( l)
CW(2 ) = -CW( 2)
CW(J ) " -CW(3)
WRITE(lO,1500 )
15 00 FORMAT<I , ' THE SET OF CORRECTION WEI GHTS IS : ' )
WRIT E(lO ,*)REAL (CW(l») , AI MAG ( CW( 1)
WRITE (l O, *)REAL(CW(2» , AIMAG( CW(2»
WRITE(lO , *)REAL (CW(J ) , AI MAG ( CW(3»
BALl= (CABS(CW (l» letl )
BAL2 =(CABS(CW( 2» let2)
BALJ=(CABS(CW(J» let J )
GAMMAl=ATAN2 (AIMAG(CW (l» , REAL( CW( l » )
GAMMA2=ATAN2(A IMAG(CW ( 2» , REAL ( CW( 2 ») )
GAMMA3=ATAN2 (AIMAG(CW (3» ,REAL(CW(J» )
WRIT E( l O, *)BALl ,GAMMAl
WRITE (lO , *)BAL2 , GAMMA2
WRIT E(lO, *)BAL3 ,GAMMA3
c
C CALCULATE THE RES ID UAL VI BRATION
C
CALL MCRCR( 6, 3, ALPH , 6 , 3 , l , CW, 3, 6, 1 , ACW, 6 )
XR ( l , 1 )""XX( 1) +ACW( 1, 1)
XR ( 2 , 1)=XX( 2 ) +ACW( 2 , 1 )
XR(3, 1) =XX(J)+ACW( J, 1)
XR(4, 1 ) "X X(4 )+ACW ( 4 ,I)
XR ( 5, 1) .. XX( 5 ) +ACW(5 , 1 )
XR(6 ,1) =XX(6)+ACW( 6 , l )
WRITE( lO ,15 5 0)
1550 FORMAT{/, ' TH E CALCULATED RES ID UAL VIB RATiON I S:' )
WRITE (10,1555 )
1 5 55 FORMAT{/, '[XR ] " XXO + [A j* rC Wj ',/l
WRI T E ( 10 , * )X R(1, 1 ) ,XR ( 2,1) , XR(J, l) ,XR(4 ,1)
1 , XR ( 5 , 1) , XR( 6,1 )
W=W+DW





C S UBROUT I NE eMPLY
c
SUBROUTI NE CMPLY(A,B , C,N )
COMPLE X A( N, N) ,B(N, N) , C(N , N)
DO 20 I=I,N
DO 2 0 J= l,N
20 WRIT E(6,30)REAL(A(I,J» ,AIMAG (A ( I ,J»
)0 FORMAT(2EI0.J)
DO 40 l =l ,N
DO 40 J "l ,N
C (I , J) " O
DO 4 0 K=l ,N
40 C(I,J)=C( I,J)+~( I.Kl .B( J( .J)
RETUR N
END
SUBROUTINE TRAN S(A,B ,N )
B=T RANSPOSE OF A
SUBROUTI NE TRANS (A, B,N)
COMPLEX A( N,N ) ,B ( N,N )
DO 40 I = l ,N
0 0 40 J =1 , N
B( I , J ) =A (J, I )
40 CONTI NUE
RE TURN
END
353




